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Clay smear is a collection of fault processes and resulting fault structures that form when normal faults
deform layered sedimentary sections. These elusive structures have attracted deep interest from re-
searchers interested in subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow, particularly in the oil and gas industry. In the four decades
since the association between clay-smear structures and oil and gas accumulations was introduced, there
has been extensive research into the fault processes that create clay smear and the resulting effects of
that clay smear on ﬂuid ﬂow. We undertake a critical review of the literature associated with outcrop
studies, laboratory and numerical modeling, and subsurface ﬁeld studies of clay smear and propose a
comprehensive summary that encompasses all of these elements. Important fault processes that
contribute to clay smear are deﬁned in the context of the ratio of rock strength and in situ effective
stresses, the geometric evolution of fault systems, and the composition of the faulted section. We ﬁnd
that although there has been progress in all avenues pursued, progress has been uneven, and the pro-
cesses that disrupt clay smears are mostly overlooked. We highlight those research areas that we think
will yield the greatest beneﬁt and suggest that taking these emerging results within a more process-
based framework presented here will lead to a new generation of clay smear models.
© 2015 ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Contents
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Clay smear is among the family of structures that deﬂect ﬂuid
ﬂow in sedimentary basins. Clay smear processes were originally
conceived for (Smith, 1966; Weber et al., 1978) and continue to be
applied to problems of cross-fault ﬂow when porous and perme-
able rocks, speciﬁcally sandstones and shales, are cut by normal
faults. Within this conceptual framework a series of stacked sand-
stone and clay-rich shale beds are offset with a normal displace-
ment, and during that offset clays from shale beds may become
entrained within the fault zone and redistributed along its length
between the footwall and hanging wall beds (Fig. 1). While this
general description is accurate, it is too imprecise to be of much
practical use. Our goals in this paper are to critically review and
summarize the state of knowledge for the fault processes that occur
within the ellipse in Fig. 1, to evaluate how these processes affect
cross-fault ﬂow and whether current models of these processes
adequately perform their task, and to speculate on how the nextClay Sm
ear
After Smith, 1966
Fig. 1. Most general deﬁnition of clay smear as conceptualized by Smith (1966) in
which a fault zone (shear zone) contains clay derived from a faulted and offset shale
bed. Many processes occur within yellow ‘Clay Smear’ ellipse, and a primary goal of
review is to provide process framework that leads to more successful predictive
models. Note that for an inﬁnitely thin fault zone, there is no clay smear.level of understanding into these problems might be achieved.
Although much of this literature is based on quantitative analysis,
the breadth of this review requires us to approach the subject in a
qualitative manner informed by the quantitative background.
The central theme in this analysis is the geometry of all the
components that comprise a fault zone, including:
 The geometry of the fault zone margins
 The heterogeneously deformed high shear-strain intervals
within the fault zone that accommodate the vast majority of the
fault displacement
 The distribution and occurrence of less deformed components
within the fault zone, including fault relays and lenses
 The geometry and folding of beds bounding the fault in the
footwall and hanging wall
It is this geometric arrangement that exerts the primary inﬂuence
on cross-fault ﬂowgiven the permeability of each component, just as
the distribution, geometry, and properties of sandstones within
ﬂuvial channels is a primary concern of sedimentologists and strat-
igraphers when evaluating sub-surface ﬂow. A fault zone must have
ﬁnite thickness for clay smear to exist (Fig. 1); a fault surface, (i.e. an
inﬁnitely thin fault zone), contains no clay smear. Moreover, this
geometric pattern is the product of the deformation caused by
faulting the stratigraphic section. In theory, a forward model of the
fault history based on geomechanical principles could yield the same
geometric products. Although there have been attempts to relate clay
smear to other ﬂow problems, like ﬂow along the fault zone (e.g.,
Caine and Minor, 2009), our discussion is restricted to summarizing
clay smear processes and their effect on cross-fault ﬂow.
Research into clay smear includes both basic and applied com-
ponents. Basic research explores the initiation and evolution of
normal faults, including localization phenomena, in clastic sedi-
mentary rocks (Mandl, 1988) while the applied research approach
focuses on the effects of normal faults on subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow. We
begin this review with the ﬁeld outcrop, laboratory experimental
and numerical studies (Fig. 2) at the basic research end of the
spectrum and then address applications of clay smear concepts in
subsurface ﬂow environments. While some might view basic and
applied research areas as separate endeavors, we ﬁnd tremendous
beneﬁt in considering them together. Indeed, we think the research
community likely stands at a point where both ends of the research
spectrum could improve with a new level of integration, howmore
process-based fault models will yield better cross-fault ﬂow pre-
dictive models and how better subsurface ﬂow studies will be more
Field Outcrops
Subsurface 
Flow Studies
Models of Fault 
EvoluƟon
?
Clay Smear 
Flow Models
Earthquake 
Models
Fig. 2. Clay smear process framework developed through studies of ﬁeld outcrops,
analytical& numerical experiments, and laboratory experiments, all ofwhich contribute
to models of fault evolution, which are in turn used to develop subsurface ﬂowmodels.
Clay smear ﬂow models used to predict cross-fault ﬂow and thus tested by subsurface
ﬂow studies. Less well developed is how models of fault evolution lead to earthquake
prediction models, and data to test those models are beyond the scope of this work.
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This is a comprehensive review of decades of research in many
different technical areas that may go beyond the needs of some
readers while others may require the detail provided in order to
accept our conclusions. We chose this approach because we felt a
comprehensive, critical evaluation of the literature is lacking. To
accommodate the needs of different types of readers, we offer the
following suggestions.
Curious reader: for readers who wish to learn something aboutTable 1
Table of nomenclature.
Term Deﬁnition
Abrasion mechanical wearing, grinding, scraping, or rubbing aw
deﬁnition to fault processes includes continuous migr
increasing fault offset.
Apparent cohesion resistance of particles to being pulled apart, due to th
Boudinage structure common in strongly deformed sedimentary
layer or bed between two less competent layers has b
resembling boudins or sausages, elongated parallel to
Capillary leak Condition for which the buoyant pressure at the top o
condition of oil and gas migration (Ant: Capillary seal
Capillary seal A seal for which the impediment to oil and gas ﬂow i
Clay gouge A clayey deposit in a fault zone; fault gouge
Clay injection The forcing, under abnormal pressure, of sedimentary m
rock, either along some plane of weakness or into a cr
Clay smear Clay smear forms in normal faults that deform layered
gouge that develops by mechanical processes alone. Cl
clay to stratigraphically coherent fault lenses of shale,
zone, and typically becomes important once beds are
many fault processes and structures, its main utility is
Clay smear potential (CSP) One of a series of deﬁnitions of the amount of clay sm
sequence. CSP is the ratio of the square of a shale bed
Clay smear termination (1) Umbrella term for processes that cause clay smear
clay smear.
Contractional relay Synonymous for a contractional jog or overstep that c
causes local contraction in the wall-rocks as they arethis general area, we recommend Sections 1, 2, 3.4, and 4 and the
following ﬁgures in addition to those cited in these sections (Figs. 4,
21, 22, 27, 28, and 29).
Involved reader: those readers interested in learning something
about the discipline components reviewed (e.g., experimentalists
seeking to ﬁnd a summary of laboratory experiments in this topic
area) are directed to the following additional sections that sum-
marize each component section (Sections 3.1.4, 3.2.4, and 3.3.8).
Expert reader: the entire critical review is intended for the most
enthusiastic readers. However, there is the opportunity to select
one or more topical area for consideration.
The summary discussion sections in this paper that are recom-
mended to the casual and involved readers reﬂect the opinions of
the authors to express a comprehensive opinion based on the
works of many authors. Although these sections are written with
few citations to improve readability, we give proper citation credit
to those authors in the more detailed review of the individual pa-
pers, and those readers should seek proper author attribution in the
more complete discussion sections.1.2. Clay smear deﬁnition
Clay smear is a term that was never precisely deﬁned and so has
meant different things to different people over time. We struggled
with existing deﬁnitions to account for structurally coherent but
folded lenses of shale like those described by Berg and Avery (1995)
in light of the general perception of clay smear as amono-lithologic,
attenuated interval of high shear strain without any contribution of
lithologic mixing. Focusing on process models of clay smear
development, we found the most general and inclusive deﬁnition
to be most useful (Table 1). Some will favor a more restricted
deﬁnition, but we think that perspective hinders an understanding
of process. The basis for our deﬁnition should be apparent in this
review, and we return to this deﬁnition in the Discussion section.
A Table of Nomenclature (Table 1) is included because this re-
view touches on many disparate disciplines, some of which may be
unfamiliar to some readers. A more complete Nomenclature sum-
mary is compiled in Supplementary materials.Reference
ay (or down) of rock surfaces by friction and; expansion of geomorphic
ation of fault zone boundaries into footwall and/or hanging wall with
Mod 1
e surface tension of the moisture ﬁlm surrounding each particle 2
and metamorphic rocks, in which an original continuous competent
een stretched, thinned and broken at regular intervals into bodies
the fold axes.
1
f an oil or gas column overcomes the capillary pressure, leading to a
; Cf: displacement pressure in AGI Glossary).
Mod 1
s created by capillary forces (Cf: seal). Mod 1
1
aterial (downward, upward, or laterally) into a pre-existing deposit or
ack or ﬁssure (Cf. Sand injection; AGI Glossary).
1
sedimentary sequences, typically clastic sequences, and is a type of clay
ay smear includes the entire fault zone from the most highly deformed
thus resulting in a lithologically and structurally heterogeneous fault
completely offset from themselves. Although clay smear encompasses
in applications to cross-fault ﬂow problems.
New
ear in a fault zone derived from the normal offset of a sandstone/shale
thickness divided by the fault throw for that bed.
New
to become discontinuous. (2) The discontinuity of clay smear; hole in New
onnects two sub-parallel but non-collinear portions of a fault zone and
displaced
Mod 3
(continued on next page)
Table 1 (continued )
Term Deﬁnition Reference
Dilatancy Increase in bulk volume during deformation, caused by a change from close-packed structure to open-packed structure,
accompanied by an increase in pore volume. The latter is accompanied by rotation of grains, microfracturing, and grain
boundary slippage; an increase (positive dilation) or a decrease (negative dilation) in volume
1, 2
Drained deformation
conditions
A deformation slow enough to allow ﬂuid pressures in the deformed rock or soil body to remain hydrostatic. New
Fault juxtaposition diagram A diagram used to predict the juxtapositions of hanging wall and footwall lithologies for a given fault geometry and
displacement (Knipe, 1997). It can be used to estimate the sealing potential of a fault (Peacock et al., 2000; Cf: Stratigraphic
separation diagram; AGI Glossary).
1, 2
Fault lens A rock body, deformed or undeformed, that is bordered by two fault strands that link above and below the rock body. New
Fault-bounded trap Trap for oil or gas formed by fault juxtaposition of an impermeable bed (e.g., shale) against the reservoir body, or a reservoir
that is bounded by a sealing fault.
New
Geocellular reservoir
simulation model
A numerical model, often a ﬁnite difference model, composed of many grid nodes that contain volumetric information (e.g.,
porosity and ﬂuid saturations) and connections between neighboring grid nodes that represent ﬂow properties (e.g.,
permeability or transmissivity). Model is used to calculate ﬂow behavior for deﬁned ﬂuid distribution boundary conditions
(e.g., pressure and saturation in a multi-phase model based on an a priori deﬁnition of ﬂow properties derived from a 3D
geologic description of lithotypes and their associated properties.
New
Kinematically preferred Movements that result in Kinematic coherence (deﬁned as the existence of synchronous slip rates and slip distributions that are
arranged such that geometric coherence is maintained; AGI Glossary).
Mod 1
Mechanical clay injection
potential (MCIP):
This criterion predicts the tendency of lateral clay injection into a pull-apart structure in the fault. MCIP ¼ s01ð1sinfÞð1cosfÞC ; s01:
maximum principle effective stress, 4: internal friction angle (degrees), C: cohesion.
4
Normally consolidated Consolidation of sedimentary material in equilibrium with overburden pressure 1
Phyllosilicate framework fault
rock
Fault rock developed from the deformation of impure sandstones with phyllosilicate concentrations. The mixture of
phyllosilicates and framework silicates generates fault rocks where the porosity and permeability are controlled by the
creation of anastomosing networks of microsmears around framework fragments or clasts. The seals arise from the
deformation of detrital diagenetic phyllosilicates located between detrital framework grains, or from the deformation of
phyllosilicate laminations
5
Polar continua a type of continuum mechanics (alternately referred to as micropolar continua or Cosserat continua) in which each material
point is assigned a microstructure that is equivalent to a rigidly rotating microbody, yielding six degrees of freedom that are
divided between translation and microrotation (Cf: textbooks by Gerard A. Maugin).
New
Probabilistic shale smear factor
(PSSF):
One of a series of deﬁnitions of the amount of clay smear in a fault zone derived from the normal offset of a sandstone/shale
sequence. SFF is the ratio of fault throw for an individual shale bed to its thickness.
New
Relative permeability In multiphase ﬂow in porous media, the relative permeability of a phase is a dimensionless measure of the effective
permeability of that phase. It is the ratio of the effective permeability of that phase to the absolute permeability. It can be
viewed as an adaptation of Darcy's law to multiphase ﬂow
6
Releasing bend/releasing step A spatial variation in the orientation of a fault-plane that causes local extension in the wall-rocks as they are displaced around
the bend
3
Sand injection (a) The forcing, under abnormal pressure, of sedimentary material (downward, upward, or laterally) into a pre-existing deposit
or rock, either along some plane of weakness or into a crack or ﬁssure; e.g. the transformation of wet sands and silts to a ﬂuid
state and their emplacement in adjacent sediments, producing structures such as sandstone dikes or sand volcanoes. See also:
intrusion [sed]. (b) A sedimentary structure or rock formed by injection.
1
Seal capacity the amount of oil or gas that collects when its upward migration is impeded, often expressed as a buoyant pressure derived
from the height of oil or gas collected and its corresponding density.
New
Shale gouge ratio (SGR) One of a series of deﬁnitions of the amount of clay smear in a fault zone derived from the normal offset of a sandstone/shale
sequence. SGR is the ratio of the sum of all shale intervals times their thickness divided by the fault throw.
New
Shale Smear Factor (SFF) One of a series of deﬁnitions of the amount of clay smear in a fault zone derived from the normal offset of a sandstone/shale
sequence. SFF is the ratio of fault throw for an individual shale bed to its thickness.
New
Source bed cut-offs lines in the hanging wall and footwall marking the boundary between a fault surface and a planar marker (bed, dyke, etc.;
Peacock et al., 2000); the line deﬁned at a source bed that contributes clay into the fault zone
3
Squeezing block A rock body above a layer of ductile clay in the footwall of a developing fault that is bound by two synthetic faults. The speciﬁc
fault pattern allows a downwardmovement of the squeezing block which causes a thinning of the ductile clay and results in an
injection of the clay into the fault
4
Transmissibility multipliers Term used in ﬁnite difference calculations of subsurface oil and gas ﬂow to reﬂect various degrees of ﬂow impedance across
faults (i.e. factor applied to transmissibility deﬁned between nodes on either side of a fault).
Mod 7
References: New e deﬁnition created by authors; Mod # e deﬁnition modiﬁed from reference cited (below); # e deﬁnition used from reference cited.
1. AGI Glossary of Geology.
2. http://www.mindat.org/glossary/apparent_cohesion.
3. Peacock et al. (2000).
4. van der Zee et al. (2003).
5. Knipe (1997).
6. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relative_permeability.
7. Manzocchi et al. (1999).
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Clay smear emerged as a geologic concept within Shell in the
1970's (F. Lehner, pers. comm. to J.L. Urai, 1997). The concept orig-
inally arose from ﬁeld observations combined with laboratory ex-
periments and a supporting analytical model (Lehner and Pilaar,
1997) with the intent of accounting for trapped gas and oil col-
umns in faulted anticlines. Clay smear processes helped ﬁll in the
enigmatic fault zones that Smith (1966) identiﬁed as potential sealelements with Weber et al. (1978) the ﬁrst published reference to
this work.
Although Smith (1966) recognized the importance of deﬁning
reservoir juxtaposition geometries, it is important to reﬂect that
the subsurface data available for this analysis was restricted to 2D
seismic datawith limited geophone offsets (with respect to modern
data), primitive seismic processing capabilities, but continuouswell
log information. Becausewell datawere some of themost deﬁnitive
subsurface data, it is natural to develop an analytical method
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well). We think that this early decision to apply clay smear to gas
and oil accumulations in faulted traps was an essential reason for
the development of this area of science in the subsequent decades.
2.1. Clay smear as a capillary seal
Smith (1966) recognized that the properties of a fault zone had
the potential to affect oil and gas trapping and subsequent oil and
gas production across faults. Weber et al. (1978), however, limited
their discussion only to the capillary seal problem. Smith (1980)
described how a fault gouge acting as a capillary seal was one of
four scenarios encountered in the subsurface that either juxtapose
sandstones of the same or different ages and result in a capillary
seal or leak (Smith, 1980). The identiﬁcation of these four potential
conditions has remained unchanged since.
Speksnijder (1987) referred to the application of a newly
developed computer program for the calculation of clay smear ef-
fects in a producing ﬁeld study, and Bouvier et al. (1989) for the ﬁrst
time used the term Clay Smear Potential (CSP) in a publication. Both
of these publications refer to a personal communication from
Lehner and Pilaar (1974), thus we attribute the genesis of this idea
to Lehner and Pilaar (1974). Fulljames et al. (1997) published the
algebraic form of the CSP expression for the ﬁrst time and described
how the observations, analysis, and inferences of Lehner and Pilaar
(1997) could be applied to fault trap evaluations as well as cross-
fault fault ﬂow properties (including clay smear) for oil and gas
production. This limited but nevertheless inﬂuential body of liter-
ature then formed the basis for all subsequent work on clay smear.
2.2. Alternative clay smear deﬁnitions
While the algorithmic description of the concepts described
initially byWeber et al. (1978) waited 20 years for the publication of
Fulljames et al. (1997), others developed alternative approaches for
describing the clay smear process. Based on outcrop observations in
Lancashire quarries, Lindsay et al. (1993) derived a dimensionless
length parameter, the Shale Smear Factor (SSF). This parameter
produces a value that like CSP is larger for greater offset from the
source bed (Fig. 3). Perhaps an important realization is that both of
these original clay smear deﬁnitions, CSP and SSF, were derived
based on outcrop observations in ﬂuvial-deltaic sequences with
coal interbeds. One may ask: are the fault processes developed in
these rock types the same for deformation of sandstones and shales
deposited in other environments?
Yielding et al. (1997) reviewed CSP and SSF parameters and
introduced two additional empirical equations for describing
clay smear in faults (Fig. 3): the Smear Factor and the Shale
Gouge Ratio (SGR). The smear factor was deﬁned in such a way
as to provide a continuum between CSP and SSF by introducing
two exponents into the expression (m and n). The exponent m
operates on the shale bed thickness in the numerator of the
expression, and the n-exponent on the distance (throw) value in
the denominator. In principle these exponents could be used to
lengthen or shorten the effectiveness of a clay smear from any
particular shale source bed. In contrast, the Shale Gouge Ratio
(SGR) allows consideration of clay that may exist and be intro-
duced into the fault from shale stringers and thin beds, intervals
which might only generate an intermediate Vshale (shale vol-
ume) value from a gamma-ray well-log that interrogates a vol-
ume of rock, allowing a more nuanced view of the stratigraphic
section.
In the last decade, however, some publications have appeared
with reﬁned algorithms that further attempt to deﬁne parameters
in the context of the cross-fault ﬂow problem, by incorporating aprobabilistic element to show where clay smears may be breached.
Childs et al. (2007) deﬁned a Simple Shear Zone (SZ) method that
allowed them to calculate a thickness-weighted harmonic average
of the faulted and offset lithologies (akin to a vertical permeability
through a stratigraphic section) and a Probabilistic Shale Smear
Factor (PSSF) in which holes in the clay smear are considered to
exist anywhere along the fault surface (a more complete discussion
of this approach comes later). Yielding (2012) further developed
this theme by describing a work-process implementation of the
PSSF method in the context of SGR modeling.
We think that the current variety of clay smear algorithms is
signiﬁcant in that they implicitly acknowledge a limitation in the
existing clay smear model approaches. All models are variations
on two geologic parameters: shale bed thickness and normal fault
throw. None have any basis in the mechanics of faulting except for
CSP, for which the ratio is associated with a general process
model and includes the viscosity of the clay (Weber et al., 1978).
All models simply state that the more shale in the faulted section,
the more clay will be found in a fault zone and have no capacity
to account for the rich variety of structures observed in natural
faults.
We review the outcrop, laboratory and numerical, and subsur-
face ﬁeld studies in this context (Fig. 2), and then combine these
evaluations into a summary of the state of knowledge of each of
these steps in the clay smear process. We then critically examine
the application of this knowledge to problems of sub-surface ﬂuid
ﬂow to evaluate its adequacy. Finally, we propose a framework for
incorporating a mechanics-based fault process model into the
existing geometric models of clay smear development, evolution,
and continuity.
3. Three decades of research e evolution of the clay smear
concept
3.1. Outcrop studies
Investigations of outcrop examples of normal faults with clay
smear are an essential component of any attempt to uncover the
processes that create and modify clay smear. Weber et al. (1978)
and Lehner and Pilaar (1997) made analyses of normal faults in
the Frechen lignite mines an integral part of their early under-
standing. Since then other authors have approached this problem
in different geologic settings, with different observational frame-
works, and with different objectives in mind. We think these dif-
ferences are signiﬁcant. To consolidate insights across these
differences, we constructed an interpretation framework that pla-
ces observations into three stages of the fault problem that we
think are essential for the development and preservation of clay
smear, distinguishing processes that:
1. Incorporate shale and mudstone into a fault zone
2. Deform and modify those clay-rich materials in a fault zone
3. Disrupt and terminate a clay smear, ultimately resulting in holes
in the clay smear
Although we seek to gain insight about fault process from
outcrop studies, that insight comes as an interpretation of the fault
products that are observed. In this sectionwe focus on synthesizing
the spectrum of fault structures observed in nature and use the
ﬁnal discussion section to relate the fault processes that are
explored in laboratory and numerical experiments to the fault
products that are observed.
We consider the history of outcrop studies in three stages: (1) an
early stage in which the general framework of the problem was
outlined and many important issues were identiﬁed; (2) an
Fig. 3. Summary of various algorithmic approaches to modeling effects of clay smear. Top row: Clay Smear Potential (left) and Smear Potential (right) in which exponents for
thickness and offset distance variables are adjustable values (n and m are set to 2 and 1, respectively, for CSP); for CSP, c is a calibration constant intended to account for rheological
and stress-dependency effects. Middle row: Shale Smear Factor (left) and two variations of Shale Gouge Ratio in middle and right-hand ﬁgures. In basic SGR (middle) stratigraphic
section discretized into binary shale and sandstone lithologies and thickness represents only shale component of section. In right-hand SGR case, Vshale treated as continuous
variable allowing sandstone with interpreted clay component contributing to modeled clay smear. Bottom row: Probabilistic Shale Smear Factor (left) reﬂects attempt to increase
chance of holes forming with increasing SSF value, and Simple Shear Zone (right) represents end-member fault behavior where all lithologies become proportionately attenuated in
fault zone according to original stratigraphic thicknesses. See text for further discussion and references for different algorithms. Figure modiﬁed from Yielding et al. (1997) and
Childs et al. (2007).
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geologic environments; and (3) a modern stage characterized by
work that reﬁnes and supplements understanding gained previ-
ously. We review this literature considering how it has helped
advance understanding of the kinematic geometries and evolutionof fault zones associated with clay smear, the extent to which
general material property deductions inﬂuence clay smear, and the
resulting relative importance of various fault processes (Fig. 2).
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Although Weber et al. (1978) referred to the Frechen outcrop
observations in their original work, the full results of that work ﬁrst
appeared 20 years later in Lehner and Pilaar (1997). They describe
normal faults of the lower Rhine Embayment, deforming Tertiary
deltaic deposits in a sandstone-dominated depositional system (3
as much sandstone as shale) and made observations that subse-
quent authors have returned to while other observations have
remained unconsidered.
The key observations made by Lehner and Pilaar (1997) include
(Fig. 4):
 A layered fault structure arising from the variable incorporation
of offset beds, including the amalgamation of individual clay
smears derived from multiple mudstone beds into a composite
clay smear (Fig. 5)
 The development of secondary shears that were interpreted as
Riedel shears, primarily in the hanging wall and footwall but in
some instances deﬁning a strong fabric within the clay smear
(Fig. 5)Fig. 4. Summary of fault zone elements developed in the Hambach mines, modiﬁed after Le
from multiple source beds; secondary shears interpreted as Riedel R-, R’-, and D-shears; han
hanging wall. Note that ﬁgure is intended to be dimensionless, but drawing made from outcr
Pilaar (1997) with permission from Elsevier. The development of folds in the hanging wall and footwall
(Fig. 6)
 Structural thinning of mudstone beds in the hanging wall and
footwall, sometimes associated with Riedel shears
On the basis of these observations, Lehner and Pilaar (1997)
describe a fault zone as a layered shear zone comprising multiple
slip surfaces that developed in both space and time. The resulting
shear zone varies in thickness depending on the lithologic
composition of the faulted interval. Fault segments that overlap
often do so in a pull-apart geometry (Fig. 7) creating extensional
fault overlaps into which hanging wall and footwall materials may
ﬂow (Table 2).
Recognizing the volume problem created when the volume of
shale in the fault zone is less than the volume of clay smears that
extend over 70 m vertically and 400 m laterally, Lehner and Pilaar
(1997) describe a process of clay injection from thinning shale
beds adjacent the fault into the pull-apart structures within the
fault. They rely upon an interpretation framework of Riedel shears
(D-, R-, andR’-shears) that both assist the thinningof shale beds and
then modify the clay smear within the fault zones, including thehner and Pilaar (1997), including a layered fault zone structure comprising clay smears
ging wall and footwall folds; and structural thinning of clay source bed, particularly in
ops that are typically meters to 10's of meters in scale. Figure reprinted from Lehner and
Fig. 5. Layered fault gouges from normal faults in (A) Hambach mines, and (B) Miri outcrops (after van der Zee and Urai, 2005). Hambach mine outcrop (A) maintains continuous
sand layer between clay smears derived from different mudstone beds whereas sand becomes boudinaged into small phacoids in amalgamated matrix of clay smears in Miri outcrop
(B). Fault offset in Hambach is several meters, while in Miri fault offset is 10's of meters.
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Fig. 6. Full displacement of clay bed in Hambach mine, Germany. Note fault refraction at base of outcrop which may contribute to folding of clay bed (different orientation of clay
bed in HW versus FW). Light bands in sandstone are deformation bands (secondary faults) that help accommodate overall fault strain. Asperity at fault bend at bottom of outcrop
contributes to abrasion of HW clay bed, resulting in incorporation of more clay into fault.
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smear.
Lehner and Pilaar (1997) observed clay smear developed in
every quarry location investigated, leading them to the deduction
of clay smear processes that maintain the highest degree of conti-
nuity for small to modest offsets from the clay source bed. They
offer no observations about how discontinuities in clay smears
develop.
Lindsay et al. (1993) offer a complementary viewpoint based on
observations from Pennsylvanian ﬂuvial-deltaic sandstones, shales,
and coals that are interpreted to have been deformed once all the
units were lithiﬁed by burial to approximately 2 km. Lindsay et al.
(1993) recognize three processes by which clay is incorporated into
a fault zone:
1. Abrasion: shale beds faulted past sandstone beds are abraded by
the sandstone roughness into a veneer. This appears to occur at
scales ranging from the grain-scale to small fractured fragments.
The products of the abrasion process include polished and
slickensided fault surfaces expressed as veneers in cross-section.
2. Shear: the creation of a simple shear zone includes all of the
rocks within the shear zone boundaries; no conditions are
deﬁned for the establishment of the shear zone, although drag
folding of adjacent beds is described. Shear is interpreted to beresponsible for the attenuation of clay smears observed with
increasing distance from source beds.
3. Injection: although injection is identiﬁed as a process to help
create thick clay smears, the corresponding evidence of a thin-
ned hanging wall shale bed is difﬁcult to discern in the ﬁeld data
presented.
In addition to these prominent features, Lindsay et al. (1993)
recognized the importance of secondary fault development (i.e.
fault relays) for shear zone evolution and understood how this
history could affect clay smear processes.
Burhannudinnur and Morley (1997) identiﬁed cataclastic sand
fragments within a clay smear, which led them to interpret grain-
scale mixing of sand and clay. Although Burhannudinnur and
Morley (1997) focused more on the geometry of fault networks to
assist in seismic interpretation, they nevertheless describe folding
of sandstone and shale beds adjacent to fault zones.
Based on these three initial studies, the foundation for clay
smear processes was deﬁned for normal faults in sandstone-
dominated ﬂuvial-deltaic deposits subjected to varying degrees of
lithiﬁcation.
3.1.2. Broadening clay smear into additional environments
Clay smear developed on the km-scale Moab Fault (Foxford
Fig. 7. Schematic of ‘pull-apart’ geometry of overlapping fault segments developed in
releasing step geometry, after Lehner and Pilaar (1997), in which dilatant volume
created by this fault geometry is necessary component of clay-injection process. Note
that ﬁgure that ﬁgure is intended to be dimensionless, but drawing made from out-
crops that are typically meters in scale. Figure reprinted from Lehner and Pilaar (1997)
with permission from Elsevier.
Table 2
Rating summary of outcrop observations: clay smear structures.
Stage Fault zone structure Observational
quality
Comments
Shale incorporation into
fault zone
Structural thinning of HW/
FW beds
Necessary
Fault lens & relay For fault re
HW/FW folds May reﬂec
Fault-propagation fractures &
breccias
Fractures t
Sand/clay mixing @ shear
zone border
Grain-scale
Clay smear evolution in
fault zone
Layered fault gouge Preserves o
Boudins Typically s
Fault lens & relays Fault lense
shearing in
Fault segmentation Recognized
Localized vs. distributed
shear strain
Shear strai
Clay smear termination Riedels and other secondary
faults
Most effect
Gouge holes Patch of sa
Gouge thinning Progressive
geometry e
Note: Star rating reﬂects score (red stars) out of maximum potential score (blue stars).
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shales deposited in a continental ﬂood-plain to lacustrine envi-
ronment. Because fault throws far exceed vertical outcrop di-
mensions, Foxford et al. (1998) offer no observations about
processes that incorporate shales into a fault other than to deduce
that the resulting fault zone observations are consistent with tip-
line and asperity bifurcation processes occurring during fault
propagation. These same processes are responsible for the creation
of fault lenses and an overall layered fault zone structure.
In an important insight, Foxford et al. (1998) state that: ‘the
number of shaley gouge layers in a fault zone increases with the
number of slip zones,’ and they describe fault zones that consist of
2e9 slip zones; this is a further elucidation of the layered fault
gouge structure. Subsequent work has failed to pursue this insight
even though it contradicts the basic premise of all shale gouge
calculations, which rely on stratigraphic details of the abundance
and thickness of the faulted section while Foxford's statement re-
lates clay smears to the fault zone structure. Moreover, Foxford
et al. (1998) are the ﬁrst to address Yielding et al.'s (1997) claim
that SGR is a value testable by ﬁeld observations. They construct a
triangle-diagram with binned values of SGR for various sandstone
juxtapositions and compare those values to outcrop observations
about the presence or absence of shaley gouge (the more general
gouge description is appropriate given the evidence for clay
recrystallization processes revealed by fault dating studies by
Pevear et al., 1997; Solum et al., 2005). Foxford et al. (1998)
conclude that the ‘thickness of the shaley gouge is variable even
when juxtaposition and throw are essentially constant,’ and no
shale gouge is observed when the faulted section contains <20 %
shale. They view methods like SGR as a means to account for a
multitude of internal slip surfaces that develop in fault zones,
creating a: ‘layered or anastomosing internal structure’ (Foxford
et al., 1998).
The ﬁrst report of clay smear in faults of the Albuquerque Basin
(Rio Grande Rift) presented by Heynekamp et al. (1999) describes
gravel, sand, and clay incorporated into fault zones from unlithiﬁed
ﬂuvial system deposits. A motivation for this work was to evaluate
fault processes that impact groundwater ﬂow in this area, and thusobservation for clay injection process
lays that cause additional shale to become incorporated into fault zone
t migration of shear zone boundaries over time
hat develop at a propagating fault tip, perhaps via bending of a stiff bed
observations made at clayesand interfaces
ffset stratigraphic order, albeit missing some intervals
and lenses encased in clay smear; may be traced back to source sand bed
s occur within shear zone where bedding may be undeformed or rotating and
to gouge
as multiple slip surfaces developed within the overall shear zone
n concentrated on 1e2 clay smears with less deformed materials between them
ive when developed at high angles to shear zone
ndesand juxtaposition across fault zone
thinning of a clay smear with increasing distance from source bed; taper
xpressed in CSP deﬁnition
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consider ﬂuid ﬂow problems was adopted. In this framework,
modiﬁed to some degree for this unconsolidated sedimentary
environment, the fault core is associated with a clay smear and is
surrounded by amixed zone that presumably deﬁnes the volume of
rock deformed by folding, fault relays, and other secondary faults
on either side of the fault core. The damage zone appears to have
less hydrologic signiﬁcance (i.e. improved cross-stratal perme-
ability along the fault dip) in this setting than in the original clas-
siﬁcation (Caine et al., 1996).
Although the magnitude of fault throws relative to outcrop
heights limits observations about howmudstones are incorporated
into a fault zone, the observation of paired slip zones bounding the
fault core further supports the idea of fault structure as an impor-
tant element of clay smear processes. More observations for how
the fault system evolves include:
 Grain-scale mixing of sand and clay
 Macroscopic mixing of fault lenses in the mixed zone described
as ‘rootless pods of intact bedding’ (Heynekamp et al., 1999)
 Fault thickness, includingmixed zone thickness, is inﬂuenced by
fault geometry
 Greater offset of clay-rich units from source beds than coarser
units in the fault zone, resulting in a fault that contains more
clay than the adjacent beds
Much of the fault evolution appears to occur in the mixed zone
that ranges from undeformed beds where sedimentary structures
are preserved to foliated, tectonically mixed materials. This mixing
is interpreted to be accomplished by ‘attenuation of beds, shear
along minor faults and foliation, and mixing from meter-scale
blocks to the grain scale’ (Heynekamp et al., 1999). Because the
fault core/damage zone nomenclature lends itself to describing the
hydrologic effect of the ﬁnal fault geometry, it perhaps limits un-
derstanding of how materials evolve as they transition from the
protolith to the mixed zone and ﬁnally into the fault core. For
example, what differences are required for clays to reach the fault
core rather than end up as clay veneers that bound lens-shaped
slivers of intact coarse-grained sediments in the mixed zone?
Heynekamp et al. (1999) observed gaps in the clay veneer (gouge
holes) and speculated that these gaps might be transient features.
The work by Heynekamp et al. (1999) is signiﬁcant in that it is
the ﬁrst example of a multitude of lithologies up to gravel incor-
porated into a fault zone with the clay component, and it is the ﬁrst
published example to consider clay smear in the context of a
spectrum of fault zone elements whose geometry and distribution
inﬂuence cross-fault ﬂow.
3.1.3. Veriﬁcation and reﬁnement of fault processes
Subsequent studies include observations that largely ﬁt into the
framework deﬁned by the early studies. In some instances the same
areas or geologic settings were revisited, which offers the oppor-
tunity to independently verify the original observations. In other
cases new observations help to further reﬁne our understanding of
process, either by bringing a new focus to the same outcrops or by
visiting outcrops that preserve processes more completely.
3.1.3.1. Shale incorporation processes. Aydin and Eyal (2002) report
detailed ﬁeld observations around a fault tip and along the dip of a
fault to more clearly elucidate the processes that incorporate shales
into a fault zone; their results further support the importance of
fault segments that overlap in a releasing bend geometry. Doughty
(2003) and Faerseth (2006) similarly rely upon overlapping fault
segments to entrain shale beds. Eichhubl et al. (2005) offer a more
detailed look at fault propagation processes at a sandstone/shalebed interface and interpret incipient distributed shear across a
deformation zone in bounding sandstone beds and increasingly
localized deformation within the clay smear as a result of granular
ﬂow of the clay component. The critical observations in this inter-
pretation include the recognition of sedimentary bedding contacts
between sandstone and shale, which indicate incorporation of
structurally coherent lenses via a fault relay process. However, it is
unclear whether the interpretations of Eichhubl et al. (2005) are
limited by assumptions about which fault segments are active in
what order and whether multiple slip surfaces are active
simultaneously.
Vrolijk et al. (2005b) documented a normal fault system
developed over a 2 km strike length cutting stratigraphy that varies
considerably over that length. They discovered a ﬂuvial channel
stacking pattern that promoted the extensive development of fault
relays and lenses that increased the occurrence of folded and tilted
coherent shale lenses and a ﬂuvial sandstone-poor interval that
results in a simple fault zone with limited fault relay development.
Moreover, they documented shale-dominated fault lenses with
limited extent along the strike of the normal fault (Fig. 8). Davatzes
and Aydin (2005) similarly deduced that the geometry of the fault
network was inﬂuenced by the geometry of the faulted sedimen-
tary section based on evidence along the Moab Fault, and they
concluded that a vertical relay was required to incorporate shales of
the Morrison Formation into the fault zone.
One of the single most important insights derived from ﬁeld
studies is that clay smear is associated with a network of fault
segments, many of them synthetic to the main fault, that result in
the proliferation of fault relays and lenses (Fig. 9). This phenome-
non appears at a multitude of scales (e.g., Childs et al., 2009a).
One observation that arises from time to time but escapes sig-
niﬁcant discussion is the observation that some shale beds are
cleanly cut by a fault or contribute far less clay to the fault zone than
nearby shale beds (e.g., upper versus lower shale beds of Aydin and
Eyal, 2002; Doughty, 2003; faulted shallow marine deposits of
Kristensen et al., 2013). Do shale beds that escape incorporation
simply exist in a stratigraphic position for which fault relay for-
mation is suppressed, or do they possess different mechanical
properties at the time of faulting (i.e. with respect to other shale
beds and surrounding sandstones) that promotes a simple fault
zone? It is difﬁcult to answer this question inmost outcrop settings,
but we note that the incorporation of shale into a fault may depend
more on how the fault network develops, compatible with the
observations of Foxford et al. (1998), than current clay smear
models account for, which treat every shale bed as a potential
contributor to the fault zone.
van der Zee et al. (2003) pursued further the idea of clay in-
jection as observed in outcrops in Malaysia, Germany, and Oman to
develop kinematic and mechanical constraints for the injection
process that they subsequently explored with analytical and nu-
merical models. From these models van der Zee et al. (2003)
derived constraints on material properties and stresses necessary
for clay injection to occur and constructed a model based on
wireline logs to deﬁne the potential for which any shale bed in a
sequence would inject clay into a fault zone (Mechanical Clay In-
jection Potential: MCIP). van der Zee and Urai (2005), reporting on
the same Miri outcrops, provide a comprehensive description for
how shale is incorporated into a fault as a result of an evolving fault
relay system (Fig. 10), explore the mechanics of the contribution of
deforming fault lenses to clay smear, and established a correlation
between SGR and the average values of the highly variable
measured clay content of the fault zone.
3.1.3.2. Clay smear evolutionary processes. A nearly universal
theme of outcrop studies, either explicitly or implicitly described, is
Fig. 8. Plan view illustrations of fault lenses developed on scale of meters to 100's of m. (A) modiﬁed after Childs et al. (1997). Note in this Lancashire mine exposure that both shale-
(green) and sandstone-dominated (stippled) lenses develop on fault surface (with minor sandstone breccia lens: SB). (B) Reproduced from Vrolijk et al. (2005): mappable shale lenses
developalongnormal faultwith 100's ofmeters of throw.Cross-sections illustrategeometryof overlapping fault segments (novertical exaggeration). Note thatobservations along strike
like these are essential for evaluating clay smear continuity for application to subsurface ﬂow problems. Fig. 8a reprinted from Childs et al. (1997) with permission from Elsevier.
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Lehner and Pilaar, 1997; Foxford et al., 1998; Heynekamp et al.,
1999; Lewis et al., 2002; Aydin and Eyal, 2002; Bense et al., 2003;
Doughty, 2003; van der Zee and Urai, 2005; Eichhubl et al., 2005;
Vrolijk et al., 2005b; Faerseth, 2006; Kristensen et al., 2013).
Layering in the fault zone preserves the stratigraphic order of the
faulted lithologies (Aydin and Eyal, 2002; Doughty, 2003), even if
parts of the stratigraphic section are omitted in some locations (e.g.,
Davatzes and Aydin, 2005).
Stratigraphic omission appears to be accommodated by bou-
dinage processes (Fig. 11) that may be assisted by small-scale,
secondary faults (including Riedel shears). It appears that all li-
thologies from mudstone to gravels can create smears in a fault
zone (e.g., Heynekamp et al., 1999; Bense et al., 2003; Doughty,
2003; Kristensen et al., 2013), but it is the winnowing of lithol-
ogies via a boudinage process with increasing fault throw that al-
lows one lithology to become more abundant in a fault than the
other lithologies. It is this variable evolutionary process that caused
van der Zee and Urai (2005) to propose a ‘preferred smear,’ a pro-
cess that accounts for the attenuation and boudinage of sand layers
and thereby allows individual clay smears to amalgamate into acomposite smear, enriching the fault zone in clay at the expense of
other lithologies.
Numerous authors have described the occurrence of secondary
faults adjacent to and within the fault zone, but these observations
are made without a kinematic framework that would help compile
and evaluate the importance of these small faults in the overall
fault structure and in the clay smear evolution, in particular. For
example, Aydin and Eyal (2002) conclude that small faults never
degrade the integrity of the clay smear in the fault. Although
Doughty (2003) interprets small faults in the studied fault zones as
Riedel structures, he then neglects to apply the Riedel framework to
his fault interpretation in spite of the fact that he attributes thick-
ness changes and clay smear terminations to result from minor
normal faults.
Kristensen et al. (2013) investigated the implications of different
consolidation states and different stress conditions in a compara-
tive study of three outcrop locations in Denmark. In the shallowest
setting where recent (post-glacial) shallow marine deposits are
faulted, the resulting fault zone includes smears of sand, silt and
clay lithologies. Some sand grains are mixed into the clay smear,
and some clay beds are cleanly cut by the fault without appearing to
Fig. 9. Outcrop ﬁgure from Hambach mine, Germany, in which dark clay bed is smeared along two primary fault zones deﬁned by white deformation bands in sandstone, forming
fault relay structure. Between bounding shear zones multiple secondary faults develop (base of outcrop), resulting in formation of small fault lenses of relatively undeformed clay
bounded by clay-ﬁlled shear zones.
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the presence of cataclasis is a distinguishing characteristic.
Kristensen et al. (2013) document progressive mixing of sand and
clay components with increasing fault offset, although thin sand-
stone layers developed between thicker shale layers are absent in
the fault. The intermediate depth example also deﬁnes a layered
fault zone with little mixing of grains, and both brittle and ductile
deformation of shale beds is observed. The implications of this
work are that fault processes evolve as a function of the changing
consolidation state of the faulted materials and the stresses avail-
able at the time of faulting.3.1.3.3. Clay smear in over-consolidated rocks. Although clay smear
is usually associated with soft, ductile shales, there is evidence that
clay smear-like structures develop when fragments of stronger,
overconsolidated shale are incorporated into fault zones. Holland
et al. (2006) describe the evolution of highly over-consolidated
shales into clay smear via fracturing, faulting, and abrasion pro-
cesses. They document the creation of a high porosity, low
permeability clay smear from an initially low porosity, low
permeability shale, and because that transformation takes place
without any signiﬁcant chemical or mineralogical changes, the
resulting clay gouge may look indistinguishable from a clay smear
(e.g., sampled in a core); a reworked shale is a soft clay, while areworked sandstone is a cataclasite although both are produced by
purely mechanical processes. Although the examples shown by
Holland et al. (2006) represent an end-member behavior, they offer
a good example of how clay smear may arise in a fault zone from
brittle processes.3.1.3.4. Clay smear applied to hydrologic problems. The work by
Heynekamp et al. (1999) illustrates how fault zone structures are
deﬁned for the purpose of investigating the effect of clay smear on
cross-fault ﬂow, but the focus on deﬁning the ﬁnal geometry and
ﬂow properties of various fault elements sometimes limits the in-
sights for how that ﬁnal geometry was achieved. Notwithstanding
this limitation, these studies provide some of the most compelling
observations for terminating clay smears.
For example, Bense et al. (2003) describe how: ‘gravel pebbles
trapped in the fault plane cause discontinuities in the clay smear.’
The pebbles create asperities that can disrupt clay smear continuity
when the pebble size approaches the thickness of the clay smear.
Caine and Minor (2009) describe laterally persistent clay-rich fault
cores (clay smears) in a sandstone-dominated setting but identify a
few rare exposures where a clay-rich core is absent and hanging
wall and footwall sandstones are juxtaposed. They recognize that a
key factor is the: ‘identiﬁcation of the size and location of relatively
high-permeability “hydraulic holes” in…faults’ (Bense et al., 2003)
Fig. 10. Fault relays developed in Miri outcrops at bed scale illustrate early stages of shale incorporation into fault zone as result of fault relay development and bed telescoping. (A)
Field drawing after Burhannudinnur and Morley (1997) showing progressive rotation and shearing of shale bed approaching main fault surface, possibly characterizing a fault
outcrop (B) described by van der Zee et al. (2003). (C) Characteristic shale wedges described by van der Zee and Urai (2005) as result of fault relay evolution; see van der Zee and
Urai (2005) for reconstruction of fault structure. Fig. 10c reprinted from van der Zee and Urai (2005) with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 11. Summary of fault zone structures documented by Aydin and Eyal (2002).
Important fault structures deﬁned at this scale include stratigraphically layered fault
zone, with bed thickness in fault zone roughly proportional to original source bed
thickness; minor faulting of footwall and hanging wall beds immediately adjacent
fault; boudinage of carbonate-dominated interval contained within shale interval; and
secondary (Riedel?) faults developed mostly in hanging wall. Note proximity of a rigid
basement in footwall, making this a good comparison for sandbox experiments
introduced in later Experimental Studies section (4.2.1).
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difﬁculty in outcrop studies for providing this characterization.
Loveless et al. (2011) describe many fault zone elements asso-
ciated with clay smear processes: a fault zone consisting of mul-
tiple slip surfaces; drag of thinned lithologies in the fault zone;
incorporation of coherent fault lenses into the fault zone; grain-
scale mixing of different lithologies. All of this occurs in a strati-
graphic section without shale, and thus there is no fault core
containing clay smear. Although this outcome seems obvious, the
ubiquitous development of similar fault structures shows that clay
smear develops in the context of a more universal fault structure
evolution.
3.1.3.5. Processes that terminate clay smears. Although this facet of
the problem is the most important for determining cross-fault ﬂow,
there are few outcrop observations that address how this actually
occurs. Firstly, holes are hard to ﬁnd given the inherently 2D nature
of outcrop exposures. Secondly, when they are described, they
occur related to thinning and attenuation of the clay in the fault
zone, but it is hard to say whether thinning is a necessary or just
helpful condition. It is clear, however, that attenuation and thinning
is by no means a sufﬁcient condition for holes to form. There is as
yet no explanation for why a hole in a clay smear forms at any
particular point. Doughty (2003) pointed to small faults as the
cause of observed holes, and Bense et al. (2003) attributed the holes
they saw to gravel roughness elements in the fault zone. van der
Zee and Urai (2005) claimed there were no holes observed in dip
sections of faults investigated in Miri, Malaysia, but when they
found holes in the clay smear in fault strike sections exposed on
benches, they were unable to rule out the possibility that a parent
shale bedwas absent at that location and thus the cause of the hole.
Childs et al. (2007) studied clay smear processes in deep-waterturbidite channel and fan deposits cut by normal faults in coastal
exposures of New Zealand. The observations made at these out-
crops appear to contradict generalizations made from previous
studies in settings that are more dominated by sandstones,
including the following:
 ‘Clay smears maintain continuity for high ratios of fault throw to
clay source bed thickness (c. 8; approximately 8), but are highly
variable in thickness, and gaps occur at any point between the
clay source bed cut-offs at higher ratios’
 ‘data demonstrate that there is no clear relationship between
distance from the source bed and smear thickness, and that
thickness immediately adjacent to the source bed may be as low
as those distant from the source bed’
The result of these observations is the deﬁnition of a Probabi-
listic Shale Smear Factor (PSSF) that attempts to account for het-
erogeneous fault zone structure by allowing the ﬁnite probability of
a hole developing somewhere on a clay smear according to a
speciﬁed probability density function. The rationalization for this
approach is the inference that: ‘the locations of smear breaching are
controlled by strain distributions, and slip surfaces, within the fault
zone’ (Childs et al., 2007), a statement that is compatible with
Foxford et al. (1998), although the precise structural mechanisms
that cause these holes remain undeﬁned.What is remarkable about
this study, though, is that holes may form before there is any sig-
niﬁcant thinning by simple shear processes in the fault zone, the
ﬁrst realization of this fact since the original conceptualization of a
clay smear as a taper from a source bed.
3.1.4. Summary insights from outcrop observations
Field observations describe fault structures resulting from pro-
cesses that control the presence, morphology, distribution, and
continuity of clay smears (Table 2). However, when broken down
into the essential elements necessary to address the clay smear
problem, it becomes clear that there is substantial room for
improvement in all dimensions of the problem. A number of studies
have shown that the path to a deep understanding includes out-
crops that contain the source beds on both sides of the fault, but
this in turn makes it very difﬁcult to ﬁnd outcrops that provide this
exposure of a fault with as much as 25 m throw.
There has been reasonable progress toward developing an un-
derstanding of the processes that incorporate shales into faults and
the processes that further deform those clays in the fault (Table 2),
even though some elements like folding appear poorly deﬁned by
ﬁeld observations, especially in light of potential folding associated
with propagating fault tips. Perhaps a large part of this state is the
difﬁculty in deducing kinematic histories of all the minor elements
in a fault zone; for example, interpretation of folding and minor
faulting interactions leading to sandstone boudinage (Fig. 12). With
greater fault offset, the inference of these interactions becomes
much more challenging. One important insight that does emerge
from outcrop studies is that the kinematic fault network evolution,
in the sense of Childs et al. (1997) and many other authors, is
essential for deﬁning how fault zones evolve. For example, Cilona
et al. (2015) interpret clay smear in a fault with primary strike-
slip offset and minor dip-slip displacement; is dip-slip of gently
dipping beds necessary for shale incorporation in the fault with
subsequent evolution dominated by the strike-slip component, and
if so, did dip-slip occur before strike-slip displacement? The role of
kinematics will be further developed in the discussion section.
Most remarkable, however, is the paucity of helpful observa-
tions for processes that terminate clay smears. This aspect of the
problem has been recognized as critical for predicting the ﬂow
properties across faults since Weber et al. (1978), yet progress is
Fig. 12. Example of how folding and secondary fault development (synthetic to main fault surface) interact to both entrain shale into fault zone and begin to dismember and
boudinage intervening sandstone layers. Photo of outcrop from Miri presented in van der Zee et al. (2003).
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the problem? It would appear that non-destructive 2D outcrop
observations hinder investigation of structures associated with
holes because there are always uncertainties that arise from the
geology just beyond the outcrop surface; even studies with minor
amounts of excavation (e.g., Kristensen et al., 2013) illustrate the
beneﬁts of seeking the three-dimensional geometry and continuity
of fault zone components.
A composite view of the elements present in a fault zone with
clay smear is becoming clear (Table 2), but the distribution of these
elements in any individual fault zone is uncertain. It is also difﬁcult
or impossible to construct a detailed 3D block model that is ret-
rodeformable, a fact which probably reﬂects an incomplete un-
derstanding of the kinematic evolution of the fault zone, especially
the role of the secondary fault structures. Because insights into the
material properties and stress conditions resulting in different
structures are limited, it may be difﬁcult to achieve much progress
with outcrop observations alone. Moreover, the necessary obser-
vations for identifying the few most important processes that
control clay smear evolution remain elusive.
The goal of outcrop studies is to deﬁne fault structures and
associated lithologic components in a way that allows analyses
comparable to subsurface studies and provides the structural and
geometric characteristics necessary for comparisonwith laboratory
and numerical models. We propose that the following observations
are critical to achieving this goal:
1. Multiple transects with clay fraction determinations along the
dip and strike of the fault zone (e.g., van der Zee and Urai, 2005)
2. Geometric aspects of fault (spatial components), including:
a. Thickness of each of the structural and lithologic components
b. Fault throw (in lieu of displacement vector)
c. Stratigraphic column of the faulted section, including Vshale
characterization
i. N:G of section (proportion of lithologies on either side of
Vshale cutoff)
ii. Average bed thickness for each lithology (for a deﬁned
Vshale threshold)
d. Number of shear zones in each fault transect3. Comprehensive listing of diagnostic fault structures (developed
in following sections; Fig. 27)
4. Detailed fault description of all fault components, including defor-
mation in sand (stone); from one edge of fault zone to the other
5. Along-dip lengths (and continuity) of all structural and litho-
logic components (i.e. basis for subsurface fault zone mapping)
6. To the extent possible, 3D deﬁnition of fault systems (i.e. along
fault strike)
7. All scales of observations from microscopic to largest scale
possible in each outcrop (which must be deﬁned)
8. Collect data in such a way that observations and measurements
are reproducible
Outcrops will always be limited in the dimensions of observa-
tion and thus over-estimate the continuity of structural compo-
nents. This limitation needs to be embraced in such a way that all
clues in the outcrop that indicate further dimensions are observed
and recorded.3.2. Laboratory and numerical models of clay smear
Laboratory and numerical experiments are undertaken in order
to elucidate physical processes that result in faults with clay smear.
Because it is possible to follow the incremental strain history and to
measure stresses andmaterial properties in experiments, they form
a crucial part of our understanding of clay smear processes. In this
section we review the available literature on laboratory and nu-
merical experiments, summarize what we think has been learned
from these studies, and discuss where we think future areas of
research may contribute to further advances in our understanding.
Often the results of laboratory and numerical experiments are used
to compare the effectiveness of clay smear algorithms in the sub-
surface e later in this section we discuss the many pitfalls of this
approach.
Outcrop studies reﬂect three important stages in the develop-
ment and maintenance of a clay smear: (a) an initial stage
responsible for incorporating the necessary clay into a fault zone;
(b) an intermediate stage where clay smear evolves as the fault
accumulates large shear strain and initial holes may be closed; and
(c) a ﬁnal stage where clay smear is disrupted and holes form. As
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of the continuity of a layer during fault evolution exists regardless
of whether clay is involved in the faulted section. In our review of
the experimental and numerical studies we follow this same
scheme.
The search for the answer to the question e how does a clay
layer in sand evolve into a more or less continuous clay smear in a
fault zone? e should start with a thorough understanding of the
relevant processes in homogeneous materials (for example by
replacing the clay layer with sand, just colored differently). Fault
evolution in pure sand is by no means understood, but what is
known provides a useful baseline to study how the difference be-
tween clay and sand affects the process of clay smear evolution.
Interestingly, experimental and numerical studies use similar
model geometries and suffer similar problems with simulating
localization and fault evolution processes.
If these processes are understood in the laboratory and nu-
merical simulations, the next non-trivial task is to upscale these
results to faults in nature. Does any individual experiment relate to
nature at a scale of 1 m or 100 m in size? When does the grain size
chosen in the laboratory or grid size chosen in the computer in-
ﬂuence the observed fault processes in a way that biases the un-
derstanding of faulting when results are up scaled to nature? The
ﬁnal, most difﬁcult question asked by subsurface ﬂow applications
is: when is the clay smear discontinuous in the subsurface? Keep-
ing this in mind, experimental and theoretical modeling of clay
smear can be seen as a truly challenging task. On the other hand,
even if the results are incomplete, these studies shed light on
processes or deﬁne structural domains which are otherwise difﬁ-
cult to identify from ﬁnal, total ﬁnite strain examples represented
in outcrops, and if one can demonstrate that the results are appli-
cable or can be scaled to natural prototypes, they then prove useful.
Our ﬁnal task in this section is thus to summarize how the available
laboratory and numerical experiments are appropriately used in
nature.
3.2.1. Experimental study of clay smear processes
Experimental research on clay smear has been done in a range of
conﬁgurations and corresponding boundary conditions. The short
review below attempts a comparison of these different experi-
ments, trying to identify structures and processes that are inde-
pendent of the experimental technique and those that occur both in
numerical simulations and in laboratory experiments.
A good starting point for this discussion is shear band formation
in homogeneous granular material, which has been studied
extensively since the late 1950's (Fig 13). It is well known that in
triaxial tests (Vardoulakis and Sulem,1995) development of a single
well-deﬁned shear band is complicated by the symmetry of
loading; initially a complex failure pattern evolves of multiple
incipient shear bands. Many studies of shear band formation in
sands have been conducted using plane strain compression testing.
Here, there are many uncertainties regarding when shear bands
initiate, and at what stage of the loading history bifurcation and
localization occur. 3D image correlation techniques to measure the
full velocity ﬁeld in the sample (Hall et al., 2010) are required to
address these questions. In direct shear experiments, curved shear
bands form a lens before a through-going shear zone is established.
Shear bands also develop in ring shear experiments. Although the
shear band is prevented from developing at any orientation in a
ring shear apparatus, very large displacements are possible. In
sandbox experiments, a multitude of shear band structures develop
depending on boundary conditions. Balthasar et al. (2006)
compared a number of experimental conﬁgurations and dis-
cussed existing constitutive models for shearing clays, concluding
that there are no calibrated and validated models for the rheologyof sheared clays at present.
3.2.1.1. Ring shear experiments. The classic papers on experimental
study of shearing in granular aggregates and the development of
clay smear are Mandl et al. (1977) and Weber et al. (1978). A ring
shear apparatus was used to study the development of shear zones,
together with in-situ stress measurements, microstructural study
of the deformed materials and permeability measurements. The
experiments were analyzed in great detail and clearly identiﬁed the
limitations of such experiments in the study of fault zones in na-
ture. Shear stress was applied to the samples by rough, permeable,
ring-shaped plates at the top and bottom of the shear zone. A
transparent annulus was illuminated from inside so that samples
saturated with pore ﬂuid of the same refractive index remained
transparent, and the development of shear zones, clay smears and
slip planes could be followed in real time. Materials and normal
stress were chosen to either allow or suppress dilatancy and to
cause grain crushing in the shear zone at high stress. Principle
stress orientations were measured inside the samples using pho-
toelastic cylinders. Deformed samples showed slickensides on the
master slip plane and secondary slip planes in Riedel orientations.
The photoelastic stress measurements show that in the beginning
of the shearing process the direction of maximum compressive
stress rotated from vertical into a position at an angle of 45 to the
horizontal shear direction, and the authors concluded that: ‘the
shear band produced between the rigid platens of the apparatus is
bounded by planes of maximum shear stress rather than by
Coulomb-type slip planes.’ At the same time the observations of
oblique sets of minor shears indicate the tendency of the material
to deform in accordance with Coulomb's slip concept, which
obviously is suppressed by the speciﬁc type of kinematic boundary
constraints (Mandl et al., 1977). Thus the trade-offs between the
inherent nature of the fault structure and the structure imposed by
the kinematic constraints of this particular experimental design,
selected for the high shear strains allowed, became established.
For the clay smear experiments (Fig.14), the apparatus was ﬁlled
with alternating layers of sand and remolded clay (Weber et al.,
1978). Results show the clay sheared to form a continuous, multi-
layered clay smear along the shear plane. An important observa-
tionwas the formation of wedge-shaped sand intrusions in the clay
(pointing into the shear direction). In movies of these experiments
made through the transparent outer ring, these sand wedges were
observed to move into the clay layer, producing a local thickening
(injection) of clay in the shear zone as a result (G. Mandl, pers.
comm.1997). The clay smear was mixed with sand grains and had a
low permeability to ﬂow across the shear zone.
Sperrevik et al. (2000) used a ring shear apparatus at effective
stresses corresponding to a depth of about 50 m to shear sand-clay
sequences. They used different clay types, with undrained shear
strength between 50 and 350 kPa, and water content between 19
and 50%. Removing the upper sand exposed the clay smear,
allowing measurement of its continuity (Fig. 15). The development
of clay smear was discussed as a function of the competence
contrast between the clay and sand. Many of their results are
comparable to those of Weber et al. (1978). Clay, which was less
competent than sand, was interpreted to be ductile, and formed
clay smears along the shear zone. The compaction of the sand
during deformation led to work hardening and increased its
competence contrast with the clay, which smeared along the shear
zone in a ductile manner. In experiments where the sand com-
pacted during deformation, a clay wedge formed by drag of the clay
into the shear zone. The thin (1.5 mm) clay smear was continuous,
in some cases along the whole shear zone. With increasing distance
to the source clay, increasing amounts of claymixedwith sandwere
found, together with discontinuities in the clay smear. In some
Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of different experimental conﬁgurations to model claysmear. (A) Direct shear (red arrows indicate stresses); (B) Ringshear (red arrows are applied
stresses); (C) Triaxial sample, illustrating how a pre-cut fault cylinder is separated into two, a sandwich of siltstone inserted to simulate ﬁne-grained smear material, and sample
reassembly; (D) Sandbox deformed over rigid basement fault with red arrows indicating displacement imposed by apparatus.
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sand, but in other cases it lost its continuity in these structures.
Multiple initial clay segments led to a composite, layered clay
smear, which was sometimes discontinuous in 3D with a thin sand
wedge connecting the sand on both sides of the clay.
When experimentally deformed clay was more competent than
sand, it behaved in a brittle manner and formed isolated angular
fragments. Here, the shear zones dilated and the sand strain-
softened and became less competent than the clay. Sperrevik
et al. (2000) propose that the transition is a function of the stress
conditions, initial porosity of the sand, and the mechanical prop-
erties of the clay. Unfortunately the full mechanical properties (e.g.,
dilatancy transition) of the individual clays were not determined so
that it is difﬁcult to establish the exact deformation mode of theclay. Based on rock mechanics considerations, the absolute value of
the clay's brittleness must also play a role, not only its contrast to
the sand. An additional problem that Sperrevik et al. (2000) could
have discussed is the initial state of stress (e.g., as can be visualized
using photoelastic techniques) because it is difﬁcult to pack and
load a sample such that initial stress is homogeneous.
Clausen and Gabrielsen (2002) and Clausen et al. (2003) built on
the work of Sperrevik et al. (2000) using the same apparatus and
sand with a wider range of clays (undrained shear strength be-
tween 20 and 700 kPa) in drained shear experiments which have
shown good reproducibility. Detailed measurements of the shear
stress and volumetric strain in the samples are accompanied by
thin section analyses of deformed samples. The authors classiﬁed
three types of structures: absence of a clay smear with only clay
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Fig. 14. Development of multilayered composite clay gouge in sand-clay sample deformed in ring-shear apparatus (redrawn after Weber et al., 1978). Note how layers in clay gouge
are correlated with their source layer, and sand wedges (squeezing blocks) which move into clay layer and are associated with transport of clay into shear zone. Copyright 1978,
Offshore Technology Conference. Reproduced with permission of OTC. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a sand matrix at intermediate normal stress and a semi-continuous
clay smear at high normal stress. The normal stress required for the
transition between these continuity domains depends on the clay
type and is higher for stiffer clays, as expected. Clay wedges or
lenses were observed close to the source layer in many experi-
ments, interpreted to be associated with initial fracturing of the
clay with the assistance of Riedel shears. Clay smear continuity and
area of shear plane covered with clay became larger when the
normal stress was increased. The water content of the clay
decreased with increasing strain in compacting samples. Thin
sections of deformed samples show that both sheared clay andFig. 15. Top view of a clay smear formed in ringshear experiment (Sperrevik et al.,
2000) after brushing away top sand layer. Dark block at bottom of photo (inner ring)
is source clay layer.mixed sand-clay are present in the clay smears.
Cuisiat and Skurtveit (2010) presented results from a high-stress
ring shear apparatus using uncemented, normally consolidated
sand and clay at stresses corresponding to burial depths up to
1500 m. The samples all reached a steady shear stress during the
experiments and compacted progressively. It is unclear if
compaction is due to grain rearrangement in the different phases or
mixing of sand and clay (cf. Schmatz et al., 2010 a,b). Sectioning of
the samples after the experiments, corresponding thin sections,
and permeability measurements across the shear zone were used
to investigate clay smear continuity, thickness and evolution of
permeability (Cuisiat and Skurtveit, 2010). Granular ﬂow, grain
mixing and cataclasis all contribute to the resulting clay smear
structure as a function of effective mean stress. Under conditions of
granular ﬂow, clay smear led to strong permeability reduction
across the shear zone. At greater effective stress, permeability
reduction by grain crushing was of a similar order as by clay
smearing. Cuisiat and Skurtveit (2010) interpreted that in addition
to clay smearing, drag and injection of clay along the fault plane
also occurs, together with mixing of clay and sand in the fault core,
although the evidence for this seems inconclusive. The thickness of
clay smear was higher for thicker clay source layers, while reducing
the clay layer thickness to one half of the reference layer produced a
thin and discontinuous clay smear. Shearing of multiple clay layers
produced a layered, composite clay smear 2e3 times thicker than
that for a single clay layer. The authors concluded that the experi-
ments were consistent with a ﬁrst order correlation between SGR
and seal capacity.
Sadrekarimi and Olson (2010) studied sand samples with
colored marker layers in a ring shear apparatus that had a trans-
parent outer ring to allow direct observation. The samples
deformed homogeneously before peak stress, followed by
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thickness of one grain diameter was reached.
In summary, the main advantage of ring shear experiments is
the very large shear strains allowed by the apparatus. Intensive
shearing in the thin shear zone imposed by this design occurs by
granular ﬂow and mixing of sand and clay, by abrasion of brittle
clay fragments, or by cataclastic ﬂow at high normal stress. The full
spectrum of clay smear continuity from discontinuous clay frag-
ments to continuous clay smear was found in the shear zone,
depending on effective stress, and the transition from discontin-
uous to continuous occurs at higher stress for stronger clays. The
key parameter for overconsolidated clay in cohesionless sand is the
effective stress, which suppresses brittle failure of the clay and
enhances shearing. Cataclastic ﬂow produces similar geometries. A
disadvantage of ring shear experiments is the strong kinematic
constraints imposed by the ﬁxed geometry of the apparatus.
Localization patterns are prescribed by the rotating outer rings so
that the sample can only develop the thin shear zone in the plane of
the forcing rings.
3.2.1.2. Direct shear experiments. Karakouzian and Hudyma (2002)
present a novel apparatus for investigation of clay smears. Samples
consist of alternating layers of sand and clay, encased in a trans-
parent tube, and an axial plunger with a half-circle cross section
which pushed half of the sample past the stationary part. Deformed
samples show deformation bands with sheared clay and the
development of lenses, similar to the structures that develop in a
direct shear conﬁguration (Thornton and Zhang, 2003). The authors
conclude that direct (real time) observation is a useful addition to
more sophisticated deformation experiments.
Urai et al. (2003) used artiﬁcially prepared layered samples
with sand, kaolinite, illite and smectite. Samples were deformed to
shear offsets up to twice the layer thickness in a geotechnical
direct shear apparatus. After saturation and initial compaction
the sample was inserted in the shear apparatus and deformed
under drained conditions. Besides recording the stress-strain
behavior of the aggregates, a detailed study of the internal struc-
ture of the fault zones was done by serial sectioning of the
deformed samples.
Structures developed in end-member samples were quite
different, with relatively wide deformation bands in the sand and
much sharper deformation bands in the clays. Shear bands were
initiated at the edges of the moving sample chamber and propa-
gated towards the center of the sample. The primary effect of
inserting several layers of clay was to increase the width of the
deformation bands by creating an additional degree of freedom of
the system due to layer-parallel shear in the clay layers. Changing
the type of clay layers caused less dramatic changes in the ﬁnal
structure. In general, continuity of the sand layers across the shear
zone was maintained in experiments with thin multilayers. How-
ever, in experiments containing one layer of clay sandwiched be-
tween much thicker layers of sand, Urai et al. (2003) observed loss
of continuity of the clay layer.
The experimental study of clay smear has made surprisingly few
links to the extensive body of literature on shear deformation and
the evolution of frictional behavior in clay gouge (e.g., Rathbun and
Marone, 2010). In this study, water-saturated layers of a granular
material analog to a fault gouge were deformed in the double-
direct shear conﬁguration. Strain markers helped deﬁne shear
localization as a function of dilation in response to perturbations in
shear stress and rate/state friction response to shear velocity per-
turbations. Although the different layers only differed in color and
had the same mechanical properties, the deformed layers had a
complex attenuated shape. These experiments show the
complexity of the shearing process and the wide range ofparameters that affect the ﬁnal geometries of fault zones.
Giger et al. (2011) present a novel design of the direct shear
experiment to deform large (0.3  0.3  0.6 m) rock samples under
high pressure up to 36MPa, ﬂuid-saturated and with the possibility
for ﬂuid ﬂow measurement across the shear zone. The most
important innovation in design was the relaxation of the sharp
displacement boundary condition at the edge of the sample. They
use a high viscosity ﬂuid to seal the sample around a 1 cmwide gap
in the contact between the sample and the loading plates so that
the shear zone localizes more broadly than in conventional direct
shear tests. The philosophy behind this adaptation is that: ‘the
increasing complexity and inaccuracy of the mechanical results…
were deliberately accepted … in exchange for producing a more
realistic fault zone’ (Giger et al., 2011). These boundary conditions
determine the width of the shear zone, which does increase to-
wards the middle of the sample, but far less so than in conventional
direct shear tests. There is a small rotation of the sample's lower
and upper halves with respect to each other, and it is not
completely clear how this inﬂuences the displacement ﬁeld in the
shear zone and the formation of Riedel shears.
Çiftçi et al. (2012), Giger et al. (2013), and Çiftçi et al. (2013) used
this apparatus in a series of experiments to measure transport
properties and stress-strain behavior as a function of clay content
and strength contrast between the sand and clay. Artiﬁcial and
natural rock samples were studied by CT-scans to image the geom-
etryof the sheared clay layer (Fig.16),whichwas found todependon
stress and on material properties; brittle clay forms segmented
smears while ductile clays form more continuous smears. No
tapering of the smear away from the source layer was observed.
Increasing normal stress increased shear zonewidth slightly (width
is mainly controlled by the gap between the loading grips) and
correspondingly there was more clay in the shear zone. The authors
interpret their results to be in reasonable agreement with the SGR
model. The main processes in the generation of clay smears are
interpreted to be brittle processes of ‘slicing’ and wear rather than
‘ductile drag or plastic ﬂow’ (Çiftçi et al., 2013). Highly over-
consolidated and cemented clay deforms by dilatant fracturing at
low displacements. Clay, with Unconﬁned Compressive Strength
(UCS) equal toor greater than theUCSof thematrix sandstone, forms
continuous clay smears. Morphology of the clay smears thus vary
widely, dependingon stress and brittleness of the clay. However, the
authors point out that initial segmentation of the clay layer some-
times evolves into a continuous clay smear because the clay frag-
ments in the shear zone are reworked to clay in critical state. The
smearing in strong clays can start with brittle failure producing
fragments of clay in the shear zone which are then abraded during
progressive shearing, as described by Holland et al. (2006) and
Schmatz et al. (2010b), and followed by the formation of clay smears
along Riedel shears (Fig. 17). With softer clays, a more uniform clay
smear is formed, with lower average thickness of the clay smear.
In summary, the advantage of direct shear experiments over the
ring shear apparatus is the beneﬁt of larger samples, which yields
results that are closer to the heterogeneous structures observed in
nature. The geometry of localization is complicated in direct shear
devices, starting from the lines of discontinuity around the central
plane in the sample propagating inwards, forming a lens-shaped
zone of deformation in the samples. This lens has some resem-
blance to lenses observed in outcrops, and in the center of exper-
iment the sample has more freedom to develop a complex
localization pattern than in a ringshear device. Interestingly, the
relaxation of the sharp discontinuities at the sample boundary by
Çiftçi et al. (2013) produces a muchmore diffuse lens in the sample.
3.2.1.3. Triaxial shear experiments. In triaxial experiments the
suppression of strain localization by rotational symmetry in the
Fig. 16. Three dimensional structure of clay smear formed in a large modiﬁed direct shear experiment (Çiftçi et al., 2013), showing sheared clay layer and shear zone boundaries.
Note that although simulating normal fault processes, direct shear system creates horizontal displacement. ufzb and lfzb are upper and lower fault zone boundaries, respectively.
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sequently sheared (e.g. Savage et al., 1996). Takahashi (2003) used a
variation on this geometry and presents a detailed study of the
shearing of a siltstone layer embedded in sandstone, deformed by
sliding along pre-cut shear planes in the sand. Thickness of the
sheared layer was measured together with displacement, micro-
structure of the deformed samples was studied by optical and
electron microscopy, and ﬂuid ﬂow across the sheared layer wasFig. 17. Photograph of sawcut of deformed sandstoneeclay sample (Çiftçi et al., 2013). Clay laye
Sheared clay layer has highly variable thickness. sst ¼ sandstone; cl ¼ clay; ufzb and lfzb ¼ umonitored during the test.
The sandstone deformed by cataclastic shearing with the shear
zone widening during deformation, and the sheared siltstone var-
ied from thick and continuous to thin and discontinuous. Takahashi
(2003) proposes that the sealing of the fault was mainly a function
of effective stress. Permeability measurements indicate three
permeability regimes that arise out of the deformation. In regime 1,
permeability is rapidly reduced by 1e1.5 orders of magnitude byr is 12 mm thick. Note secondary shear zones dissecting sheared clay inwider shear zone.
pper and lower fault zone boundary, respectively; cat ¼ cataclasite; cs ¼ clay smear.
Fig. 18. Lateral clay injection in sandbox experiment with very soft clay analog under
relatively high overburden stress. Note almost complete injection of clay layer under
squeezing block into dilatant fault. Experiment by P.D. Richard and J.L. Urai (2001).
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inelastic deformation starts. In regime 2, permeability decreases,
while it gradually increases in regime 3. The transition between
these regimes depends on effective normal stress; higher stresses
are proposed to enhance abrasion of the siltstone and incorporation
of more smear into the shear zone.
Permeability increase in regime 3 is due to thinning of the smear
by sand grain erosion. Post-mortem observations suggest that the
amount of cataclasite and gouge derived from the sandstone in-
creases after loss of continuity in the siltstone smear and that
cataclastic sand gouge keeps the permeability lower than the initial
permeability. The thickness of the zone of sheared siltstone plays an
important role in the hydraulic properties of the sample. We note
that it is not clear if the two pre-cut planes in the sandstone were
slightly misaligned and thus non-coplanar after assembly with the
siltstone layer sandwiched in between (cf. the top block in the
sandbox experiments of Schmatz et al., 2010b).
Crawford et al. (2002, 2008) report experiments on mixtures of
ﬁne-grained quartz and kaolinite gouge to establish their strength
and ﬂuid ﬂow properties. In general, permeability decreases with
increasing kaolinite content. Porosity shows a minimum that
evolves with increasing effective pressure as predicted by an ideal
packing model. Sheared gouge samples show a reduction in fric-
tional strength with increasing clay fraction. Permeability varia-
tions as a function of clay content and shear deformation are
explained reasonably well with simple models based on theory of
mixtures (c.f. comparison of laboratory data with models in
Crawford et al., 2002). Clay content had the largest effect on
permeability, and shear deformation affects permeability of quartz-
rich gouges more than clay-rich gouges. Shearing mechanism, as
deﬁned by Lupini et al. (1981) is in three modes: a turbulent mode,
a transitional mode, and a sliding mode, depending on dominant
particle shape and the coefﬁcient of interparticle friction. Crawford
et al. (2002, 2008) conclude that clay mineralogy is as signiﬁcant as
clay content in controlling fault rock permeability, and strain is of
secondary importance for permeability evolution.
In summary, triaxial experiments show results similar to the
ring shear and direct shear experiments: different failure modes of
the clay layer lead to either macroscopically ductile shearing or
initial fragmentation followed by reworking of the fragments dur-
ing shearing in the sand. Probably the strong boundary conditions
in these tests prevent deformation modes other than shearing in
the shear zone pre-deﬁned by saw cuts, although increasing the
thickness of the zone of shearing has also been shown to lead to
thicker clay smear. Granular mixing is recognized as an important
process in many experiments, and themeasurements of shearing in
artiﬁcial gouges provide important clues on this process. However,
the rates of this process and the properties of the mixture are far
from understood.
3.2.1.4. Sandbox experiments. Sandbox experiments, (dry or water
saturated) of clay smear evolution are done at the lowest effective
pressure of all experiments discussed in this review, with well
characterized nonlinear rheology of model materials. In spite of
these limitations, they offer the most realistic set of geometric
boundary conditions because of the signiﬁcant body forces and the
large degree of freedom of the models to develop fault geometries
like relays and lenses, which are common in nature.
van der Zee et al. (2003) present analog models of dry sand
above a basement fault dipping at 45, with a layer of relatively very
soft (yield strength 20 Pa) oil-water emulsion with an elastoplastic
rheology to model clay. Movement on the basement fault creates
normal faulting in the multi-layered sedimentary overburden with
small apparent cohesion (Maksimovic, 1989) and a friction angle of
around 35. In experiments with a thin overburden of 1.5 cm, thefault zone develops with the soft layer derived from the hanging
wall sheared along the fault, creating a continuous and asymmetric
smear that becomes discontinuous at high strain. With a thick
overburden of 9.5 cm, a locally thick fault zone of soft clay
analog was created by injection into the fault zone from the layer in
the footwall (Fig. 18). The basement fault formed a releasing step in
the soft layer, and a second fault was initiated to form the squeezing
block, causing the soft layer to become injected into the fault. The
differences between the thin and thick overburden cases are
explained by considering the contrast in strength between the sand
and the emulsion at the given overburden stress. For a thick over-
burden the strength contrast between sand and soft emulsion is
much higher. At a certain overburden thickness the squeezing block
is spontaneously initiated in the footwall, leading to injection of the
soft layer, but the mechanism needs more study.
Schmatz et al. (2010 a,b) deformed water-saturated, layered
sandeclaymodels above a rigid basement cut by a fault. Themodels
had a free top surface or a faulted top block, resembling weaker
layers (sand and clay) sandwiched between two strong and stiff
layers cut by two co-planar faults. Models were deformed between
two lubricated glass plates to allow real time observation and
measurement of the velocity ﬁeld by Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV). The thick clay layers were undrained, while pore pressures
remained hydrostatic in the sand. Material properties were char-
acterized by a series of standard geotechnical measurements. The
experiments were all in the ‘precursor structural domain’ deﬁned
by Nollet et al. (2012) in which the initial deformation is accom-
modated on a steep antithetic fault to the basement fault. After the
ﬁrst increments of deformation, the fault migrates toward the
kinematically preferred plane coplanar with the basement fault
(Fig. 19). Thus, different segments of the ﬁnal shear zone have
moved at different times, and the clay smear increases the shear
zone's thickness. The models are sufﬁciently large to form releasing
or restraining relays in the clay layer, which have amajor control on
fault-zone structure. In general, high strength contrast between
sand and clay leads to a more complex fault zone. Because sand
undergoes boudinage while weak clay layers continue to shear and
become amalgamated, clay is found in greater abundance in the
fault zone than in the faulted stratigraphy. Fragments of brittle clay
(Fig. 20) may be reworked with ongoing deformation following an
initial loss of continuity during an earlier stage of deformation.
Thus, the continuity of a clay smear within a layered sequence
can increase after an initial decrease. Thin, weak clays deform
Fig. 19. Stages of sandbox experiment with sand (gray) and clay (tan) deforming in shear and having similar strengths. First two stages are from experiment discussed in Fig. 16 of
Schmatz et al. (2010b), showing PIV derived strain rate contours to illustrate lateral migration of zone of shearing. Last three stages show how progressive deformation of initially
layered sand-clay shear zone results in one coherent sand-clay mixture band. Figure reprinted from Schmatz et al. (2010b) with permission from Elsevier.
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smear increases as sand mixes into clay at the margins of the shear
zone.
An unexpected outcome of the Schmatz et al. (2010a,b) exper-
iments arises from the evolution of clay thickness in the shear zone
with increased fault offset. That thickness should decrease by
simple shear, yet thickness varies little with offset. This led to the
observation of sand grain incorporation at the margins of the
sheared clay, effectively inﬂating the clay volume by a process of
sand-clay mixing. Based on these observations, we think mixing is
an integral part of clay smear processes.
Noorsalehi-Garakani et al. (2013) present observations of clay
smear continuity in water-saturated sandbox experiments similar
to those of Schmatz et al. (2010a,b), but in this follow-up study the
sheared clay layers were excavated after deformation (Fig. 21).
Standardized model materials were characterized in detail. The
sheared soft clay layer above a 70 dipping basement fault reveals a
complex, natural-looking fault zone architecture with relay ramps,
breached relays and fault lenses. The clay smear shows clear vari-
ations in composition and thickness and becomes locally discon-
tinuous, forming holes at throw-thickness ratios >7. In addition to
fault segment migration into the footwall and/or hanging wall and
tectonic telescoping in the relays, the thin, continuous parts of the
clay smear is formed by mechanical mixing of sand and clay.
Deformation in the hanging wall was stronger and more complex
than in the footwall.
A complementary perspective on the clay smear problem is
provided by van Gent et al. (2010) and Kettermann and Urai (2015)Fig. 20. Image sequence showing experiment with two cemented clay layers and top plates
(off-white) is stationary, and rigid hanging wall top-plate (silver with black grid) falls int
subsequent shear and abrasion, developing towards more continuous clay gouge. Figure rewho deformed thick, brittle hemihydrate layers with thin, weaker
sand between them. These experiments may provide clues for
faults where the sand is cemented and the clay is weak. In these
experiments, the fragmentation of the brittle layers made the fault
zonewider andmore complex (cf. Sch€opfer et al., 2007a,b) with the
weak sand ﬂowing around the blocks. An interesting observation is
the gravity-driven downward ﬂow of sand into open fractures, a
process which may be relevant in faults in some carbonate-clay
sequences.
In summary, the main advantage of sandbox experiments over
other experimental designs is that the boundary conditions allow a
much more realistic development of a network of fault segments
that evolve into a thoroughgoing fault zone by coalescence of
segments and by migration of the zone of shearing. As observed in
all other experimental setups, a key parameter in sandbox experi-
ments is the failure mode of the clay layer; if the compressive
strength of the material is much stronger than the mean effective
stress, the clay layer will fail in extension and fragment, with
reworking of the fragments during further shearing. A disadvantage
of sandbox experiments is the low effective stress, which prevents
simulation of cataclastic ﬂow.
3.2.1.5. Discussion of experimental studies. Since the pioneering
work of Mandl, Lehner and coworkers, forty years of experiments
on clay smear processes have produced many interesting results.
There have been important developments in technology and
measurement techniques, such as image correlation, 3D modeling,
etc. It has also become clear that full analysis of many differentSchmatz et al. (2010b). Basement fault offset is 5, 25, and 45 mm. Rigid footwall block
o view with displacement. Note initial fragmentation of upper clay layer followed by
printed from Schmatz et al. (2010b) with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 21. Excavated surface of sheared clay layer showing different degrees of mixing of clay with sand from both sides of the clay (light blue areas of fault) and holes in clay gouge (center
of dark blue areas). Technique described by Noorsalehi-Garakani et al. (2013). Note sheared lenses in the master shear zone (thicker, pure white sections on fault surface).
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and 3D, is required to learn more about the complex, nonlinear
fault processes. It is also clear that to understand clay smear, one
needs to understand the whole fault zone, including the structures
in the adjacent sand as well as those in the clay.
All experiments produce shearing in a sample with a shear
zone at high angle to layers embedded in sand. However, there
are large differences in boundary conditions, leading to very
different geometries of localization. The challenge in experiment
design is to produce a large displacement in a small sample
(Table 3). Thus experimental geometries like the plane strain
biaxial test, which would allow the localization of deformation to
be mainly determined by the mechanical properties of the sam-
ple, have been underexplored. The boundary conditions chosen to
reach high strains place different restrictions on how the zones of
shearing are localized. The strongest restrictions are probably
present in the ring shear and pre-cut triaxial experiments. In both
of these systems, a thin (of the order of several grain sizes thick)
zone of shearing is forced at both edges of the relatively small
sample, from where the shear zones propagate towards the
center.The direct shear experiments and sandbox experiments have
samples almost an order of magnitude larger than in other exper-
imental designs, and the structure of the shear zone is corre-
spondinglymore complex andmore similar to fault zones in nature.
In these larger set-ups, the shear zones develop more segmented
faults and fault lenses, relays and Riedel shears. The sandbox ex-
periments have the least restrictive boundary conditions because
the shear zones are allowed to migrate laterally with an uncon-
strained width. It is interesting to note that granular ﬂow and
cataclastic ﬂow of clay seem to produce similar geometries as long
as the boundary conditions are comparable.
In all types of experiments, shearing in the thin high strain shear
zone occurs by granular ﬂow and mixing of sand and clay, and by
abrasion of brittle clay fragments if present. Cataclasis of sand oc-
curs at higher stress and produces similar geometries. Thin multi-
layer clay smear forms if several clay source layers are present, and
in those instances where mixing and abrasion are sufﬁciently
active, the sand-clay layered gouge will transform into a more
homogeneous sand-clay mixture (the volume change caused by
this process is an additional driving force). The evolution of the
internal structure of this thin shear zone is poorly known as little of
Table 3
Comparison of main parameters in clay smear experiments.a
Sandbox Ringshear Direct shear Triaxial Comments
Effective mean stress Triaxial cell can reach highest stress
Shear offset Up to 40 cm in ringshear
Fault zone area Up to 40  40 cm
3D geometry of fault zone
3D geometry of clay smear
Freedom to localize Improved in Çiftçi et al. (2013)
Dilatancy measurement
Stress measurement
Velocity ﬁeld Using DIC
Microstructural investigation Direct observation and post mortem microscopy
Fluid ﬂow measurement
Body forces
Note: Star rating reﬂects score (red stars) out of maximum potential score (blue stars).
a Higher rating represents a parameter closer to subsurface prototype or better access to measurement.
Fig. 22. Schematic drawing to illustrate effect of fault zone thickness on clay smear. In
fault zone that progressively widens and subjected to homogeneous simple shear for
each of four clay beds, clay smear thickness increases with shear zone thickness.
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electron microscopy.
All experiment types point to the importance of the failure
mode in the clay layer e if the relative values of mean effective
stress and strength are such that extensional fracturing or shear
fracturing result in clay fragmentation, continuous clay smears may
only form after abrasion of the fragments in the shear zone. In other
words, after an initial phase of fault permeability that is little
reduced from the juxtaposed sandstone permeability, permeability
of the fault decreases as clay fragments become abraded and
distributed along the shear zone.
Lateral injection of clay into the fault is shown to occur when
clay is much weaker than sand. This process can locally produce
large increases in the amount of clay in a fault, but many questions
about the process remain. Even less studied is the effect of brittle
fragmentation of sand layers with soft clay redistributed around the
sandstone fragments.
To a ﬁrst approximation, deformation in thin shear zones is
heterogeneous simple shear. A number of workers have calculated
the deviation from this simple shear as a measure of strain het-
erogeneity (Schmatz et al., 2010b). It is also surprising that in most
experimental studies the thickness of shear zones is overlooked as
an important parameter (Fig. 22), although simple geometrical
arguments illustrate how this parameter affects the shear strain
and the fault zone geometries that result from that shear strain.
In faulting at upper crustal temperature and pressure, there is
extensive evidence for solution transfer processes and frictional
healing (e.g. Gratier, 2011). The role of these processes is unex-
plored in the clay smear community. Also, the extensive literature
on clay gouge dynamics has yet to ﬁnd its way into the clay smear
literature (e.g., Byerlee,1978; Haines et al., 2013; Vrolijk and van der
Pluijm, 1999), although we recognize that these processes repre-
sent an extension of the clay smear problem beyond its classical
deﬁnition.
3.2.2. Analytical models of clay smear
The ﬁrst mechanical model of clay smear was developed almost
40 years ago (Lehner and Pilaar, 1997; Weber et al., 1978). Based on
detailed ﬁeld observations, these authors argued that the mecha-
nism of clay smear emplacement must involve both shearing in the
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Pilaar (1997) proposed that ‘traversing a shale source bed, a normal
fault has to be offset in the direction of the downthrown block in
order tomake room for the emplacement of a clay smear. Evidently,
this mechanism can also provide an effective way of unloading the
source bed along the rupture faces, thus facilitating the extrusion of
plastic clay material. The extruded material will ﬁll the gap created
by the pull-apart mechanism. It will thereby enter the shear zone
proper, where it will be subjected to the slow shearing imparted by
the relative displacement of the fault blocks, to be smeared out
along the fault.’
To model the extrusion process, the authors assumed that the
clay layer has an effective viscosity, which implies that under
otherwise identical conditions, one thicker clay layer extrudes
more clay than two thinner layers with the same total thickness,
expressed by the often cited w ~ h2 relationship (Lehner and Pilaar,
1997). In many ways, this paper was far ahead of its time,
combining detailed ﬁeld observationswith a kinematic-mechanical
model, clearly distinguishing between the initial localization pro-
cess and the shearing in the fault zone.
van der Zee et al. (2003) investigated the model of Lehner and
Pilaar (1997) further, this time using a time-independent Mohr
Coulomb rheology for the clay. Based on ﬁeld observations van der
Zee et al. (2003) propose that clay injection is associated with
footwall collapse and the formation of a ‘squeezing block’ above the
clay layer. For this model it was shown that no injection occurs
when the horizontal stress in the releasing segment reaches zero if
the differential stress fails to achieve a state of failure in the hard
clay bed. No explanation is given for the origin of the squeezing
block. They propose the Mechanical Clay Injection Potential (MCIP)
condition for the onset of injection, deﬁned as follows:
C ¼ s
0
1  ð1 sin fÞ
2cos f
(1)
where C ¼ cohesion (MPa), s10 ¼ maximum principle effective
stress (MPa), and f ¼ angle of internal friction (degrees). This
expression states that above a certain cohesion value, a clay layer
will be prevented from extruding into the fault zone. Finite element
models (with pre-existing contact elements) are in good agreement
with the equation above. This equation also describes the transition
in failure mode from extension to shear failure found to be
important in many experiments. An interesting conclusion
described by van der Zee et al. (2003) is that if the lateral dimension
of the squeezing block scales with clay layer thickness, the w ~ h2
relationship proposed by Lehner and Pilaar (1997) also follows. The
formation of the squeezing block is seen as another example of the
increasing fault zone complexity with competence contrast, as
discussed by Sch€opfer et al. (2007a,b).
Welch et al. (2009) adopted the idea of the trishear kinematic
model of fault propagation folding and developed a 2D, kinematic,
quadshear formulation to model fault-related folding in a ductile
interval sandwiched between brittle layers. The models offer
interesting ideas of the different possible kinematic styles formed
as a function of the location of the faults on both sides of the layer
and of the geometry of the localized zone in the quadrilateral lens
of deformation between the two faults. However, the model offers
no mechanical understanding of why the localization stops with
progressive deformation, nor a way to predict when a fault's
deformation will delocalize into the shear zone.
3.2.3. Numerical simulation
The simulation of localization in shear zones and extension
fractures in general is as challenging a numerical problem as is the
experimental investigation of large shear deformation ingeomaterials. Besides the continuum mechanical approach,
improved by extension to polar continua and adaptive remeshing,
numerical methods with discrete particles are used to explore
these problems. In general, there is agreement that numerical
models in the state of the art are unable to accurately reproduce the
details of patterns of localization, and the same holds for patterns of
shearing and evolution of Riedel shears in a fault zone. However,
numerical models are nevertheless helpful for gaining insights into
the complex evolution of stresses in a layered section with con-
trasting mechanical properties, an area of investigation where
analytical models offer little beneﬁt.
3.2.3.1. Discrete element modeling. Numerical modeling in geo-
mechanics with discrete particles is based on Cundall and Strack
(1979). Material properties are deﬁned at the particle level, and
macroscopic properties result from interactions between the par-
ticles. Cundall et al. (1982) show that the method yields good cor-
respondence with theoretical models of bifurcation (Rudnicki and
Rice, 1975; Vardoulakis, 1989) and with experiments on sand
(Thornton, 2000; Zhou and Chi, 2002). Tensorial variables such as
stresses and strains are also calculated (Cundall et al., 1982; Luding
and Herrmann, 2001; Hardy and Finch, 2005, 2006; Finch et al.,
2004; Zhao et al., 2007; Egholm, 2007; Egholm et al., 2007).
Deformation to very large strains in fault zones has been modeled
using discrete elements, including dynamic rupture processes by
Wang et al. (2006), Abe et al. (2006), and Latham et al. (2006).
Compared with continuum methods (Section 3.2.3.2), the discrete
methods hold signiﬁcant advantages when it comes to modeling
very large deformation in granular ﬂows. Local dilation, localization
of strain and fragmentation is easily simulated. The disadvantage is
that the complex constitutive models required to accurately model
real geomaterials are implemented only with difﬁculty. The stress-
based discrete element method (SDEM: Egholm, 2007) solves some
of these problems. By reproducing the ‘Benchmark’ sandbox
models they show that the method generates shear zones at angles
in agreement with general observations. Additional limitations for
clay smear modeling include the number of particles and thus
resolution of the model, as well as the shape of particles which are
round rather than typical clay ﬂake forms. Recent developments
such as the SPOT method (Rycroft et al., 2010) promise large in-
creases in computation speed.
3.2.3.2. Continuum modeling. Herle and Feda (2001) give a funda-
mental overview of the different ﬁnite element simulationmethods
and discuss problems related to shear zone growth, such as sin-
gularities and strain gradients at the tips of shear zones and mesh
dependency in classical non-polar continua. For softeningmaterials
the problem is ill-deﬁned. The effect of different material proper-
ties on localization is poorly understood (e.g., Herle and Feda, 2002;
Hügel, 1995; Belytschko et al., 1994). A method to keep the shear
zone thickness independent of discretization is proposed by
Cosserat and Cosserat (1909), who introduce a characteristic length.
Apart from additional degrees of freedom, which are deﬁned at the
level of elements, material characterization also needs to be
extended (Mühlhaus, 1986) to properly address the localization
problem. The calculated shear zone thickness is thus adjusted to
correspond to experiments. Another approximation to softening is
achieved by hypoplasticity (e.g., Kolymbas, 1988; Niemunis, 2003;
Nübel, 2002; and Gudehus and Nubel, 2004). A recent approach
to address localization is ELFEN by Rockﬁeld (Crook et al., 2006)
which uses Lagrangian methods and adaptive meshing, together
with a constitutive model based on critical state concepts and
global energy dissipation regularized by fracture energy. These
models also compare well with the Benchmark tests (Buiter et al.,
2006; Santimano et al., 2015).
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2007a,b) present a major study of the localization of deformation in
mechanically stratiﬁed multilayer sequences above a basement
fault, using the PFC3D Discrete Element code. They show that
deformation ﬁrst localizes in strong, brittle, layers with dip relays in
weak, ductile, layers. Faults under sufﬁciently low pressure-high
strength conditions form by initial Mode I fractures in the brittle
layers, together with low amplitude monoclinal folding. The frac-
tures are linked by shallow-dipping faults in the weak layers. The
models are similar to geometries observed in natural faults with
brittle layers, including large changes in fault dip, fault branches,
normal drag, and progressive linkage of fault segments. Fault zone
width increases with increasing displacement. Faults in models
with high strength contrast and low conﬁning pressure are strongly
segmented because of different modes of failure in the different
layers (Fig. 23). At higher pressure and lower strength the models
show a transition from extension to hybrid failure to shear fracture
and an associated decrease in fault zone width and complexity.
Egholm et al. (2008) considered the case where an upward
propagating fault in sand above rigid basement intersects a weak
clay layer (with lower friction angle), refracting to a shallower dip
in the clay and continuing at the initial angle in the sand above. This
creates a contractional relay in the clay and locally increases the
mean stress in this zone, promoting ﬂow of the clay into the fault
zone (Fig. 24), similar to the squeezing block of van der Zee et al.
(2003). In this model, the volume of clay available for injection
also scales with the thickness of the clay layer. SDEM models with
the dimensions of sandbox models were run above a rigid base-
ment fault dipping 65, and with large rheological contrast be-
tween sand and clay (35 and 5 friction angle and a low cohesion).
Comparison of the results produced with and without a clay layerFig. 23. Discrete element models of multilayer faulting above basal fault, with different str
creases with increasing strength contrast, especially when strong layer fails in extension. Fr
beds) lithology; example for same fault throw and same conﬁning pressure.show that in the case of a weak clay layer, shearing in the sand
above the claymigrated into the footwall, progressively eroding the
clay layer and transporting it into the fault zone. Initially, defor-
mation in the lower sand localizes in a steep precursor fault, which
migrates into the footwall. The thickness of the sheared clay in the
fault zone increases with decreasing clay friction angle. The Egholm
et al. (2008) results are thus at variance with the model of Lehner
and Pilaar (1997) who proposed that the zone of localization
steepens in the clay layer. In both cases, however, the deviation
from a planar fault effectively widens the fault zone and increases
its complexity. Egholm et al. (2008) propose that if clay beds are
cohesive, steep tensile joints could produce the pull-apart of Lehner
and Pilaar (1997). In this case, however, the model of van der Zee
et al. (2003) predicts that the clay will not fail and should sup-
port an open fracture. Consequently, van der Zee et al. (2003)
expect that the clay will fragment in this case and ﬂow into the
fault zone where it is eroded and smeared along the fault, as in the
experiments of Sperrevik et al. (2000). Clearly morework is needed
to explore how fault propagation creates a segmented fault
network that affects the incorporation of clay into a fault zone and
its early deformation.
Raith (2012) investigated models similar to Egholm et al. (2008)
and Sch€opfer et al. (2006, 2007 a,b), and studied the effect of
cohesion of a simulated cemented clay layer and the angle of the
basement fault. However, in these models the clay was stronger
than the sand. Results from these numerical simulations repro-
duced the graben and precursor domains of Nollet et al. (2012). In
both domains, the increase in cohesion of the cemented layer
produces large differences in the structural evolution. When clay
cohesion is sufﬁciently high, tensile stresses in the cemented clay
layer lead to fragmentation, discontinuous clay and a complex faultength contrasts between layers, showing how complexity and width of fault zone in-
om Sch€opfer et al. (2007b). suc is unconﬁned compressive strength of stronger (white
Fig. 24. Discrete element models of normal faulting above basement fault (Egholm et al., 2008). B series is model where dark brown layer has same properties as surrounding sand,
while in A-series dark brown layer is much weaker (lower friction angle), leading to change in direction of shear zone in soft layer and transport of eroded material into shear zone.
Note that in A-series during intermediate displacements, an antithetic fault develops in hanging wall that creates squeezing block geometry.
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is distributed along the fault zone.
TerHeege et al. (2013) used a 2D DEM code tomodel direct shear
experiments in large samples of Çiftçi et al. (2013) and Giger et al.
(2013) discussed above. Numerical results were discussed in
terms of four processes: drag of the clay layer, with tapering to-
wards the fault, ‘slicing’ of the clay layer along slip planes, abrasion
of the clay fragments and mixing of clay with rock fragments, and
lateral ﬂow of clay associated with dilation in the fault zone.
Micromechanical parameters were calibrated by simulating 2D
biaxial tests. The choice of the 2D direct shear setupwas justiﬁed by
arguing that (1) the clay smear is only passively loaded by the
applied normal stress so that deformation of the source layer and
associated changes of mechanical properties prior to the onset of
displacement is limited; (2) entrainment of clay in the fault zone
can be better studied in terms of end-membermechanisms, such as
slicing, drag, wear and ﬂow; (3) geometrical effects inﬂuencing the
volume of clay entrained in the fault zone are minimized. Results of
the simulations were similar to the experiments, but with shear
zones less sharply localized. The authors used critical stress ratios
(proximity tomechanical failure, see Eq. (1)) to deﬁne a criterion for
clay smear failure and the construction of a smear breach diagram
to constrain the sealing capacity of faults containing clay smears,
which was higher for higher clay content of the source beds and for
higher normal stress. One important point about this paper is that
for realistic description of the mixing of sand and clay during
shearing, a 3D model is essential, because the ﬂow of clay into the
pore space in the sand occurs through the pore throats, even when
two sand grains touch (in 2D grain-scale mixing is prevented by the
geometry of the experiment).3.2.3.4. Continuum models of clay smear. Simulations of normal
faults with clay smear caused by hypoplasticity (Gudehus and
Karcher, 2007) present examples of deformation of sand-like and
clay-like materials including creep terms for clay. First results showshear band patterns, which are compared to model experiments
and natural fault patterns. The model uses a normal fault with a
clay layer in sand above a basement fault. A simulation of shearing
of the sand-clay layers is presented, but unfortunately the infor-
mation provided about the models (Gudehus and Karcher, 2007)
prevents critical evaluation of the results. An interesting ﬁrst result
is that with increasing offset the clay smear thickness stabilizes at
ca. 15% of the source layer thickness, whereas the fault zone gets
wider. The authors propose that local remeshing with polar quan-
tities could resolve ﬁner details of the fault zone structure.
Nollet et al. (2012) used ELFEN to study the effect of basement
fault dip on the evolution of shear band patterns in sand as
observed in sandbox experiments. Results reproduced the range of
structural styles observed: a basement fault dip of 60 and lower
results in a graben structure with antithetic shear bands, while a
basement fault dip of 70 and steeper initiates a precursor shear
band followed by a synthetic shear band close to coplanar to the
basement fault. The authors propose two structural domains in
which the ﬁrst-order structural style and deformation patterns are
only weakly dependent on the details of the rheology of the model
materials and are also observed in sandbox experiments for the
same set of boundary conditions but with different material
properties. Note that the internal structure of the shear zones is
only generally resolved by these models; the shear zones essen-
tially deform by simple shear, and the layered display is an
attractive demonstration for what one may expect in a homoge-
neous material.
Kleine-Vennekate et al. (2014) and Kleine-Vennekate (2013)
used ELFEN to model the evolution of localization. The ﬁrst nu-
merical model series used a homogeneous model extended later-
ally until a shear band initiated from a soft element (i.e. a single
node within the model with artiﬁcially weak mechanical parame-
ters assigned to insure that failure occurs ﬁrst at this node). Results
show a shear-band dip arising as a function of friction angle and a
weak function of dilation angle. The shear band becomes one
Fig. 25. DEM models of normal faulting above basement fault (graben domain) with contrasting strength between clay and sand layer and with different failure modes in clay layer
(varying cohesion). Note strong changes in morphology in clay layer for same throw values. Yellow elements are intact; orange elements have failed bonds. From Raith (2012).
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energy is kept constant by regularization. The ratio of maximum
displacement to shear band length is much larger than for faults in
nature, perhaps because the ELFEN model allows no work hard-
ening phenomena. Two non-coplanar shear bands coalesce in a
relay, while closely spaced shear bands develop a lens structure. Inmechanically layered models the shear band can change dip (as
expected from friction angle and dilation angle) when the shear
band propagates continuously. In models where localization is
discontinuous and the shear band jumps across layers, coplanar
shear zones are formed on either side of the clay layer, elegantly
explaining why in many sand-clay sequences in nature faults
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have the potential to capture the initiation of the clay smear process
as purely as possible, but unfortunately numerical problems
encounteredwhen runningmodels to very large displacement have
so far prevented this result. For modeling of sand-clay experiments
above a basement fault in a sandbox, material properties were
carefully calibrated based on tests of the model materials, and
simulations of experiments without a clay layer also showed close
correspondence with measurements. In models with a clay layer,
different clay strengths were investigated. Although the continuum
formulation fails to simulate the breakup of the clay layer, models
with higher strength clay show a much stronger thinning with
increasing displacement (Fig. 26), especially when the clay layer is
so strong that tensile stresses are generated.
3.2.3.5. Discussion of numerical simulations of clay smear.
Numerical modeling of clay smear processes has been less
intensively explored than laboratory experiments. Numerical
studies have the advantage of detailed and systematic parameter
studies. Interestingly, some of the same problems of scale (e.g.,
shear zone thickness and development of secondary Riedel shears
in the shear zone), resolution, and boundary conditions which are
present in experiments are present in numerical models as well.
Thus, in many ways experimental and numerical modeling of clayFig. 26. ELFEN model of strong clay layer embedded in sand, sheared in numerical sandbox
Vennekate (2013).smear are complementary, and it would be very helpful in the
future to develop benchmark models which are investigated by
both methods to allow comparison and cross-fertilization.
In numerical models it is less clear what aspects of clay are
included in the description of the material e this is true for both
FEM and DEM models. For example, in a DEM model one may
include a reasonable description of macroscopic mechanical
properties, while the particle size of the Discrete Elements hinders
the effects of grain scale mixing. Or, in a FE model clay softening
and localization may be included in the formulation without a
correct description of the thin shear zones that develop in clay or of
the slicing and fragmentation often observed in experiments. As in
experiments, benchmarks to compare the results of different codes
would be very helpful to evaluate the results of different
calculations.
One problem that clearly requires more numerical work is the
evolution of Riedel shears, which are yet to be produced in the
numerical models discussed above. Mixing of sand and clay is
modeled poorly with existing DEM models; a much larger dif-
ference in grain size between sand and clay and construction of
3D models are needed to allow clay particles to migrate through
sand pore-throats. Failure mode in one of the layers has a major
control on the results of numerical simulations, but very
little systematic work has been done on the rates of reworking ofmodel above basement fault. Note strong boudinage of clay (Ton) layer. From Kleine-
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senting an evolution in the failure mode during progressive shear
deformation).3.2.4. Discussion and summary: laboratory and numerical models
of clay smear
We set out in this section to summarize the literature about fault
processes that create and disrupt clay smear. There are a multitude
of laboratory and numerical approaches applied to the problem,
and each approach enjoys advantages and suffers limitations
imposed by either a laboratory or numerical experimental design.
No single approach describes the entire mechanical and kinematic
evolution of a fault zone, but rather that understanding lies at the
intersection of all these approaches where the physical insight
contributed by each method is free of design limitations. Unfortu-
nately there is uncertainty about the limitations of all of these
methods.
An important process revealed by the existing laboratory ex-
periments is heterogeneous shear to large strains. This plays an
important role in developing layered gouge in sandbox experi-
ments. Grain-scale mixing (grain-scale abrasion) is important in
many experiments, as shown by microscopy. More coherent frag-
ments of clay are also observed to disaggregate during shearing
under sufﬁciently high mean effective stress, reﬂecting a strain-
softening evolution.
Sandbox experiments also provide information about theClay
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shear or extension failure modes. Table lists distinguishing processes that occur under diffeinitial localization processes, reﬂecting an early history of fault
segment evolution as fault orientation adapts to the changing
stress state and misaligned fault segments coalesce and evolve
into a geometrically simpler fault zone, including fault relays and
fault lenses. Secondary faults, such as Riedel shears, are less
common in laboratory experiments and numerical simulations
than they are in outcrops. Secondary fault structures may also
contribute to the rupture of a clay smear and the development of
holes, but experiments also reveal the development of holes early
in the fault development if brittle clay fragments are fractured
and plucked from the source bed. This idea of initial clay frag-
mentation and evolution into a clay smear via strain-softening
processes is a more recent insight that has presumably inﬂu-
enced the development of probabilistic clay smear approaches as
applied to subsurface predictions (e.g., Childs et al., 2007;
Yielding, 2012).3.2.4.1. Proposed mechanical framework. We propose a matrix of
deformation regimes that predict where clay smear may form and
the processes that contribute to clay smear in each of those regimes
(Fig. 27). The matrix is developed in terms of the relative properties
of sand and clay; absolute properties are normalized to the stress
state at the time of fault deformation. For example, an uncemented
clay layer may fail in shear at low effective stress, while a stronger,
stiffer, and more cohesive clay may fail in a similar deformation
mode if effective stresses are high. In this way both the relative andFailure in Extension =>>
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of the stress state of fault deformation.
Within this matrix (Fig. 27) we recognize that much of the
existing work on clay smear is concentrated in the upper left-
hand corner of the diagram where both clay and sand fail in
shear and where clay is softer (weaker) than or comparable to the
associated sand. If effective stress is relatively high and stresses in
the clay remain compressive, the sheared clay is initially contin-
uous with its thickness variable over the different segments of the
shear zone. With progressive shearing a layered gouge will
develop, potentially assisted by lateral fault migration, tele-
scoping and an increasing amount of mixing. Ultimately the clay
smear may become discontinuous by attenuation and additional
processes like Riedel shears that produce a hole. If clay is very
weak, lateral injection may locally increase the amount of clay in
the fault.
However, the other parts of this matrix are also relevant in
nature. For example, the lower left-hand corner may reﬂect a
calcareous sandstone with some early calcite cement resulting in
a high cohesion for the sandstone. The upper right-hand corner
may reﬂect conditions associated with sand injections in which
sand failure in shear is dominated by ﬂuidization processes
while clay with minimal but ﬁnite cohesion fails in extension at
the low effective stress levels that arise with sand ﬂuidization
and mobilization. If the ratio of effective stress and strength are
such that extensional fracturing leads to clay fragmentation, a
fault zone with clay fragments embedded in sheared sand is
formed. Continuous clay smears may form only after shearing
and abrasion of the fragments, although the rates of erosion,
abrasion and reworking of fragments to produce continuous
gouge are very poorly known. The lower right-hand corner
represents the case of faulting over-consolidated rocks that are
sufﬁciently cohesive to fail in extension under the relevant
effective stress.
We view this matrix as an initial framework of processes
because we recognize that current understanding is incomplete.
We expect future research will modify this matrix while in the
meantime it provides a basis to motivate that research. Moreover,
this framework can also serve as an initial basis for an evaluation of
what conditions, expressed as failure mode, are best suited for
different clay smear algorithm approaches.
3.2.4.2. Outstanding technical issues. There are four general areas
where the current laboratory and numerical experimental ap-
proaches face limitations:
1. Erosion and reworking of fragments to produce continuous
gouge. Reworking of claystone at sufﬁcient mean stress pro-
duces clay at critical state, while reworking sandstone produces
a cataclasite. The higher the initial cohesion, the greater the
softening in the fault zone. Although the mechanical and
transport properties of quartz/clay mixtures is known to some
extent (Lupini et al., 1981; Crawford et al., 2008; Tembe et al.,
2010), the mechanics of the abrasion process are ill-deﬁned,
yet this is what determines the mechanical properties of faults
with evolving clay-rich gouge. Faults with patchy and layered
shear strength are probably the rule.
2. Scaling experimental results to nature: Careful reading of the
literature on experimental and numerical modeling of clay
smear often brings up the questions about the scale and level
of detail one aims to understand in a study. Keeping in mind
the enormous literature on fault zone evolution and our still
rather incomplete understanding of this important domain,
this question is important but often not well answered in the
different studies. Considering a natural example of a normalfault zone with perhaps 20 m throw in a sequence of clay-
stone and sandstone, it remains unclear which aspects of this
fault zone are lacking in the present set of models. Moreover,
fault zone thicknesses vary in nature and laboratory experi-
ments, but this facet of the problem is rarely measured or
reported.
3. Incomplete deﬁnition of fault processes: For example, rates of
mixing of sand and clay are poorly modeled with existing DEM
simulations because a much larger difference in grain size be-
tween sand and clay is needed to allow clay to go through sand
pore throats. Moreover, the effects of diagenesis, pressure so-
lution, and other deformation mechanisms in clay play an un-
known role in the evolution of clay smear, and little of this has
been systematically investigated.
4. Fault geometric evolution: Beforemuch progress can bemade in
experiments and numerical simulations of clay smear, a better
understanding of the effect of model geometries and boundary
conditions on the evolution of fault zone architecture is
required. We need well-deﬁned benchmarks to compare ex-
periments and simulations. If a numerical model can predict the
evolution of structures in sandbox experiments then perhaps
upscaling to nature is possible.
Experiments and numerical modeling are complementary,
and the deliberate pursuit of both in concert offers the op-
portunity to achieve greater conﬁdence in the developing un-
derstanding of physical fault processes and the means to
extend results beyond which the laboratory or computer easily
allows. In addition, it is clear that the ability to compare me-
chanically layered models with homogeneous systems in order
to understand the difference caused by the clay layer could
yield substantial insights by better clarifying when the pres-
ence of a clay layer matters. Lastly, a mechanism for incorpo-
rating an improved physical understanding of fault processes
needs to be implemented for predicting the effects of clay
smear development for subsurface ﬂow problems. Comparing
existing algorithms against experimental results has limited
value if the comparison is done without careful scaling and
outside of the context of geometric and geomechanical
boundary conditions.3.3. Field studies
Field studies include the subsurface application of clay smear
models to oil, gas, and water ﬂow. Clay smear processes are among
the most important mechanisms to alter cross-fault ﬂuid ﬂow
because they introduce the lowest permeability component of a
stratigraphic section into a fault zone that cuts that stratigraphy at
high angles.
Field studies contribute to our understanding of clay smear
products because ﬂuid ﬂow interrogates the entire fault zone,
seeking out the most permeable part of a fault where clay smear
is least developed or continuous. However, ﬁeld studies are
limited in that the clay smear process is generally inferred rather
than observed, and other processes may yield similar results.
Moreover, most of the reported subsurface ﬁeld studies fail to
document many of the critical observations necessary to repro-
duce the presented interpretation (a criticism levied by those
attempting to perform clay smear calibration studies; e.g., Bretan
et al., 2003). While knowledge has been gained by the ﬁeld
studies reviewed here, there is the potential to learn far more
from well-designed, comprehensive subsurface studies as two
recent examples illustrate.
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A common usage in the literature and the petroleum industry is
to describe faults as either ‘sealing’ or ‘leaking.’ Seals are well
deﬁned when capillary properties in ﬁne-grained rocks create no-
ﬂow boundaries for non-wetting oil and gas ﬂuids (e.g., Urai
et al., 2008) and lead to subsurface oil and gas accumulations
(Fig. 28). Failure to hinder oil and gas migration is caused by
‘leaking’ faults that fail to trap ‘signiﬁcant’ oil or gas accumulations.
Unfortunately the seal/leak terminology is also loosely applied
to cross-fault ﬂow problems when wells create ﬂuid potential dif-
ferences that lead to ﬂuid ﬂow (Fig. 28). In this instance a fault
becomes sealing when ﬂow rates at a well are deemed ‘insigniﬁ-
cant,’ a threshold that may be problem speciﬁc. As a practical
matter if often turns out that substantial differences in well ﬂow
rates are achieved with a limited range of fault ﬂow properties, but
it is nevertheless more informative to consider the problem ofMigration and
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Most workers (e.g., Yielding, 2012) agree that the geometry of
juxtaposed permeable intervals is the primary control on cross-
fault ﬂow as Smith (1980) originally proposed, but where debate
remains is in reconciling the apparent ubiquitous presence of clay
smear in some fault zones with the inherent uncertainty in juxta-
position geometries. For the case of capillary seals in fault zones,
two approaches developed: (1) a probabilistic method that simu-
lates many fault juxtaposition geometries in a complete trap sys-
tem of leaks and spills (James et al., 2004); or (2) a method using
one of the clay smear algorithms (Fig. 3) ‘calibrated’ for local oil and
gas accumulations. The result is a discrepancy in the area of a fault
juxtapositionwindow thatmay be covered by a capillary clay smear
seal (Fig. 29). We think that juxtaposition uncertainty has beenAquifer Flow Dynamic Two-PhaseFlow
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Fig. 29. (a) Schematic fault-plane proﬁle or Allan diagram with hanging wall sand-
stone beds in brown and footwall beds in orange; intervening gray area is shale. Note
that only limited portion of fault zone is sandstoneesandstone juxtaposition connec-
tions, like beige highlighted one on lower left of proﬁle. (b) Concept of clay smear
distribution in juxtaposition window and impact on cross-fault ﬂow. Darkest fringing
areas are continuous clay with potential to form capillary seal (no-ﬂow), and lightest
area (hole) offers the least resistance to ﬂow (e.g., ﬂow rates ¼ 0.1 rate for sand-
stoneesandstone connection). As colors become darker, ﬂow rates decrease in order of
magnitude steps. Note that in this depiction, although clay smear is present every-
where its contribution to a capillary seal is minimal, and cross-fault ﬂow is restricted to
a small area of fault with highest cross-fault ﬂuxes.
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contribution of capillary seal from clay smear (Fig. 29). This
distinction is important because it bears on the consideration of
‘calibration’ studies, although Dee et al. (2007) have shown that it is
possible to tune analyses to yield similar results by both
approaches.
Fig. 29 also illustrates how a juxtaposition area beyond the
fraction covered by a capillary clay smear gouge, clay smear has a
variable and irregular distribution of ﬂow properties. It is within
this conceptual framework of uneven effects of clay smear
developed in a fault zone that we approach the Field Studies
section.
3.3.2. Field studies outline
Field studies incorporate the full spectrum of ﬂow from static,
no-ﬂow conditions where clay smear acts as a capillary seal, to
full 3D ﬂow studies where clay smear restricts cross-fault ﬂow of
oil, gas, and water ﬂuids that is focused along stratigraphic beds
(Fig. 28). For capillary seal studies the inference of clay smear
products is derived from a stratigraphic model of the distribution
of sandstone and shale lithologies and a structural model that
deﬁnes the position and offset of normal faults that displace the
stratigraphic section (Table 4). Measured subsurface data used to
infer the effectiveness of the clay-smear capillary-seal include oil
and gas column heights, wireline saturations of oil and gas from
well logs that deﬁne the spatial distribution of ﬂuid types in the
subsurface, and wireline pressure data used to deﬁne ﬂuid pres-
sure with depth in respective ﬂuid types (Table 4). Sometimes
core materials are available with faults in them, and the ﬂow
properties of the sampled faults are analyzed in the laboratory
(Table 4).
Flow studies that include cross-fault ﬂow provide information
on the aggregate permeability of a fault zone for Darcy ﬂow(Fig. 28), a potentially valuable addition to the information pro-
vided through the capillary seal analysis. However, ﬂow solutions
are non-unique (e.g., Jolley et al., 2007), and it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd
well-conceived cross-fault ﬂow experiments that reduce the non-
uniqueness of the solution. Although studies that incorporate
cross-fault ﬂow add further useful data (e.g., single and multi-well
tests and downhole pressure records; Table 4), the resulting clay
smear inferences are also dependent on the analytical methods
used to analyze the data, ranging from analytical models used to
interpret individual well tests to box-based mass-balance calcula-
tions to full 3D ﬂow simulations (Table 4).
In this section we use the framework of observations and
analyses deﬁned in Table 4 to evaluate the literature devoted to
ﬁeld studies, and in particular clay smear calibrations based on
this literature. An important perspective to maintain through this
section is the sometimes competing interests and demands of
commercial application of the clay smear concept and the sci-
entiﬁc prerequisites that give us deeper insight into fault
processes.
3.3.3. Clay smear interpreted as a capillary seal
Clay smear was originally applied to problems of capillary or
membrane seals in which a continuous veneer of gouge maintains
oil or gas saturation below a critical saturation threshold that is
necessary for percolation (Fig. 28). Oil and gas on either side of a
fault exist at different pressures at the same elevation, and if
water is in pressure communication across the fault, contacts
between different ﬂuid phases will form at different elevations.
This was the primary application considered by Weber et al.
(1978) for trap considerations in the Niger Delta and Smith
(1980) in the U. S. Gulf Coast. We infer that in both of these
studies the stratigraphic framework applied at the analyzed faults
was based on 1D models derived from well logs and that the fault
framework was based on 2D seismic data of unknown spacing
combined with fault interpretations based on missing section in
wells (Table 4). An important component of these early studies is
that they relied to a large extent on ﬂuid contacts logged by
petrophysical measurements because this was the most ubiqui-
tous data type available. The value of pressure data was likely well
appreciated but limited to rare drill-stem and production tests;
no pressure data are reported in the early works.
Bouvier et al. (1989) offered the next advancement in the
application of clay smear to subsurface ﬁeld studies by intro-
ducing 3D seismic data into the analysis. Using newly developed
interpretation and visualization techniques, the critical issue of
fault continuity and cross-fault reservoir connectivity emerged,
at least as expressed in seismic time slices. Fault juxtaposition
diagrams were constructed using seismic sections extracted in
the fault footwall and tied to well-log stratigraphic proﬁles. The
effects of clay smear were overlain on this geometric represen-
tation by lumping calculated CSP values into high, medium, and
low categories. Interestingly, higher CSP values are calculated
where the proportion of shales in the stratigraphic section in-
creases, and as the authors admit the chance for reservoir
juxtaposition against shale increases (Bouvier et al., 1989). This is
a conundrum that occurs in many, if not most, clay smear ﬁeld
studies.
Berg and Avery (1995) presented an interesting additional
perspective in their discussion of complex ﬂuid contact re-
lations in the U. S. Gulf Coast. They used dip-meter data to
document signiﬁcant dip deviations in shale in fault zones.
Although they describe this behavior as clay smear, the con-
sistency of dips within limited intervals suggests tilted but
coherent intervals of shale (lithology based on SP and resistivity
curves). In a current context it might be more appropriate to
Table 4
Summary of subsurface ﬁeld studies and data types applied.
Reference 1D strat
modela
3D strat
modelb
3D
seismic
datac
Oil & gas
column
heightsd
Wireline
saturationse
Wireline
pressuresf
Fault core &
characterizationg
Single
well
testsh
Well
interference
testsi
Downhole
pressure
historyj
Well rate
historyk
Mass balance
calculationl
Bentley and
Barry, 1991*
Y y Y Y ? ? ? ? y Y
Berg and
Avery, 1995
Y Y Y Y
Bouvier et al.,
1989
Y Y Y
Childs et al.,
2002
Y Y Y Y y
Childs et al.,
2009b
Y Y Y y y
Davies et al.,
2003
Y Y Y Y Y
Ottesen
Ellevset
et al., 1998
Y Y Y Y Y
Fristad et al.,
1997
Y Y Y Y Y
Gibson, 1994 Y Y Y Y Y
Gibson and
Bentham,
2003
Y Y Y Y Y
Harris et al.,
2002
Y Y Y Y
Jev et al., 1993 Y Y Y Y
Jolley et al.,
2007*
Y y Y Y Y Y Y
Knai and
Knipe,
1998*
Y Y Y Y y Y
Koledoye et al.,
2003
Y Y Y
Myers et al.,
2007*
Y y Y Y y Y Y Y
Nybakken,
1991*
y y y Y
Sassi et al.,
1992*
Y y Y Y y
Smith, 1980 Y Y Y
Speksnijder,
1987
Y
Sverdrup et al.,
2003*
Y Y Y Y y y y
Weber et al.,
1978
y Y
Wehr et al.,
2000
Y y Y y Y y Y
Welbon et al.,
1997
y y y y
*In these papers the ‘y’ designation indicates that this data type likely exists based on ﬁgures presented (e.g, a cross-section suggests that 3D seismic data may have been
available), but those original data remain unveriﬁed in the publication (i.e. unable to independently reproduce the result).
a Stratigraphic model derived from petrophysical data and cores collected in a vertical borehole.
b Stratigraphic model based on petrophysical data and seismic attributes, for example, used to condition interpretations away from wellbores.
c Primary issue is data resolution, which depends on rock physics, data acquisition parameters, and data processing steps; latter two improve with time.
d Height between crest of column and ﬂuid contact; depth uncertainties usually unspeciﬁed, and ﬂuid types sometimes unrecorded.
e Petrophysical data necessary to deﬁne gas, oil, and water saturations at all available well depths; ﬂuid contacts included if encountered in well.
f Down-hole pressure proﬁles deﬁned in newly drilled well; critical issues is vintage of gauge, which affects pressure precision and accuracy.
g In best case includes cores of small-scale and large-scale (seismically imaged) faults; complementary wellbore dipmeter and image logs.
h For example, Drill Stem Test (DST) in which pressure recovery is evaluated in same wellbore as ﬂow has occurred (extraction or injection).
i Requires two wells, preferably located nearby across fault; one well monitors pressure while other well produces or injects ﬂuid.
j In best case pressure gauges installed near reservoir interval monitor pressure (Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure) during production and injection, especially when wells
shut-in (Shut-in Pressure); otherwise derived from well-head pressures.
k Record of volumes of ﬂuid produced from or injected into a well (daily basis); in best case well section open to ﬂow is limited; may include 4D seismic results of changing
sub-surface saturations or well tracer studies.
l Model used to evaluate effects of produced or injected volumes on resulting pressure history; models can be simple box-models or 3D simulations.
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lenses (e.g., Childs et al., 1997), a particular component of clay
smear products.
Gibson (1994) used core, outcrop, and ﬂuid contact data(deﬁned as column heights) to infer clay smear processes for a
number of gas and oil accumulations in the Columbus Basin of
Trinidad. This paper is a good example of the part of the liter-
ature that seeks to apply clay smear models in order to reduce
Fig. 30. Calculated cross-fault ﬂuid pressure differences for various representations of
clay smear, including (a) CSP, (b) SGR, and (c) SSF. Plots developed to provide empirical
deﬁnition of fault capillary seal for modeled clay-smear parameters. Reproduced with
permission from Yielding et al. (1997).
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processes are limited. Notwithstanding these comments, Gibson
(1994) contributed to and further supported the idea that clay
smear continuity is the single most critical aspect when
applying a clay smear model. Moreover, Gibson's contribution is
unique in that it introduced the idea of clay smear variability in
a fault zone and explored that variability in the context of
explaining traps that contain both oil and gas. Gibson (1994)
realized that in order to trap both oil and gas in a fault-
bounded trap, gas ﬁll must be limited by capillary leak at the
highest elevation of the fault-dependent trap component, pre-
cisely deﬁning a critical pore throat diameter to limit the
amount of gas trapped, while oil spills across the fault at the oil-
water contact where capillary resistance is negligible. It is
interesting that this insight appears to have been largely over-
looked in subsequent ﬁeld studies.
Similarly, Ottesen Ellevset et al. (1998) made inferences about
fault properties based on core observations and offset gas-water
contacts in the Sleipner Vest Field, Norway. Without incorpo-
rating pressure data to evaluate whether different contacts were
the result of ﬂuid segregation in the gas or water phases, these
authors deduced fault compartmentalization in the gas column
and inferred capillary fault properties, including clay smear, based
on this assumption. However, in this ﬁeld it is also plausible to
interpret the offset contacts as a result of disconnected water
bodies (Paul Hicks, personal communication to P. Vrolijk, 1997),
an interpretation that alters the inferences of fault rock properties
and continuity.
3.3.3.1. Clay smear interpretations including pressure data. In the
1990's the more common availability of wireline pressure data
found its way into clay smear interpretations for subsurface studies.
As described above, this development was important for helping to
uniquely establish which ﬂuid phases are connected and which are
segmented across a fault. For example, Nybakken (1991) identiﬁed
pressure differences in the Tampen Spur area of the North Sea,
which he attributed to clay smear and injection as the most effec-
tive processes that create those pressure differences. However,
Nybakken (1991) only inferred the effects of clay smearing in a
qualitative sense; there is no attempt in this paper to select a clay
smear model, apply it to all faults, and check for the internal con-
sistency of all resulting interpretations (i.e. are capillary leaks and
seals interpreted for the same value of clay smear quantity, like
SGR?).
Welbon et al. (1997) combine the effects of shale smear with
other deformation mechanisms like cataclasis and a generalized
reservoir connectivity probability based on a paper by Knott (1993)
into a ‘Fault Seal Probability’ product. Although the appeal for
combining the results of so many complex processes into a single
probability parameter is apparent, it also makes it difﬁcult to isolate
which processes are most important along any particular fault
segment. Welbon et al. (1997) attempt to overcome this limitation
by independently producing a shale smear map for one fault in
their study. In constructing this map they appear to use a limiting
SSF of 7 as deﬁned by Lindsay et al. (1993) but for which other
authors at this point had begun to suggest that this critical value is
actually much lower (e.g., Gibson, 1994).
Pressure data were ﬁrst used in a systematic way to evaluate
cross-fault pressure differences by Fristad et al. (1997) and
Yielding et al. (1997). In this approach wireline pressure data are
used to deﬁne pressures in permeable sandstone intervals on both
sides of a fault (in the context of a deﬁned ﬂuid phase), and those
pressure differences compared with a spectrum of SGR values
calculated on the entire fault surface (Fig. 30). Note that this
approach relies on the deﬁnition of ﬂuid pressure models that maybe either loosely constrained with a single pressure measurement
and an independent deﬁnition of ﬂuid density (i.e. Dp/Dz), or well
constrained with many pressure measurements. The resulting
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to infer a capillary leak point and its capillary properties. A
bounding envelop, typically drawn as a straight line in SGR-
pressure difference space, deﬁnes a calibrated leak envelope. In
both of these publications, this approach was initially applied to
the complexly faulted Oseberg Syd ﬁeld in the Norwegian North
Sea, and Yielding et al. (1997) extended the analysis to the Nigerian
Nun River ﬁeld (Bouvier et al., 1989) and accumulations in Trinidad
described by Gibson (1994).
While this approach appears attractive in that it attempts to
incorporate information across an entire fault zone, several
questions arise. First, there is no a priori reason why entry pres-
sure should increase with increasing SGR given experimental
(Crawford et al., 2002) and theoretical information (Revil and
Cathles, 1999), both of which achieve the greatest permeability
reduction with incorporation of up to 30e40% clay and little or no
further permeability reduction with additional clay. Indeed,
debate on whether this effect exists is ongoing (e.g., Childs et al.,
2009b; Davies et al., 2003). Second, threshold SGR values (i.e. the
lowest SGR values that support a cross-fault pressure difference)
tend to occur at small pressure differences, as it does in Yielding
et al. (1997). Small pressure differences are difﬁcult to evaluate
out of context, especially in light of the evolution of pressure
gauge precision and accuracy that occurred over the period of
these studies. Remarkably, the issue of accuracy continues today
even with high precision and accuracy pressure gauges when
considering pressure differences of 1e20 kPa because depth un-
certainty yields that much error (e.g., an apparent 10 kPa pressure
difference results from a 10 m depth error applied to a water
gradient of 10 kPa/m). Caution is warranted when seeking sig-
niﬁcance of SGR points deﬁned for small pressure differences
(Fig. 30). Fewer data deﬁne the bounding envelope at higher SGR
values, and it is valid to ask whether alternative geologic in-
terpretations might account for the highest values (e.g., juxta-
position seal), thereby shifting the bounding curve to higher SGR
values.
The development of this technique by Fristad et al. (1997) and
Yielding et al. (1997) remains a signiﬁcant contribution to the
application of clay smear effects in the subsurface, and in spite of
the reservations expressed above, this comprehensive approach of
mapping SGR and pressure difference values across an entire fault
zone succeeds in testing the logical, internal self-consistency of the
interpretation e there can be only be one unique leak point for
each hydrocarbon phase trapped e a check that other studies have
failed to complete. This fault mapping approach is a step in the
right direction toward building an internally consistent interpre-
tation, but it should be expanded to the entire ﬁeld using a
compartment approach like that described by Vrolijk et al. (2005a)
in which the fate of any oil or gas that leaks out of any single
compartment must be traced to the next downstream compart-
ment until it exits the ﬁeld completely. Does the calibration of SGR
on one fault and applied to another fault in the ﬁeld cause the
trapped oil to back up and fail to reach the ﬁeld spill point?
Sometimes the interpretation of leakage is as critical as the
interpretation of a capillary seal.
This discussion helps illustrate the point made at the outset of
this section that in the absence of comprehensive ﬁeld studies,
there are always questions that arise that limit the value of a cali-
bration formed on a subset of the ﬁeld data. Critical questions
invariably arise about the input data for the analysis that render at
least parts of that analysis irreproducible.
3.3.4. Clay smear deﬁned by core analyses
While broad-scale ﬁeld studies were being undertaken in the
1980's and '90's, another line of investigation opened up based onthe examination of faults encountered in cores (e.g., Knipe, 1992).
The basic methodology and resulting fault classiﬁcation scheme
was deﬁned early on (Fisher and Knipe, 1998) so there is a
reasonable uniformity found in the literature. Although it is
difﬁcult to discern from individual papers, it is likely that most
faults encountered in core were sampled accidently rather than
planned in the context of a scientiﬁc experiment (i.e. a speciﬁc,
testable hypothesis identiﬁed before drilling and tested by the
sampled core), and Hesthammer and Fossen (2000) discuss po-
tential sampling biases encountered in a detailed study of the
Gullfaks Field.
The analysis of various fault samples from core has resulted in
vast databases of fault properties and characterization data, most
of which are proprietary and unavailable to the scientiﬁc com-
munity. However, this characterization effort also brought an
additional graphical tool for evaluating clay smear among other
fault rock types: the triangle diagram of Knipe (1997) that
evolved from Bentley and Barry (1991). This type of display at-
tempts to allow consideration of a much richer geologic
description of offset lithologies and resulting fault rocks than the
simple, binary seal/non-seal classiﬁcation. In particular, this
approach deﬁnes a possible hybrid clay smear in a phyllosilicate
framework fault rock (PFFR; Gibson, 1994; Knipe, 1992), a rock
type containing abundant sand grains but which may reﬂect the
ﬂow properties of a clay-dominated clay smear (Knipe, 1997).
Although the PFFR type is conventionally interpreted as a prod-
uct of faulting clay-bearing sandstones (Gibson, 1994; Knipe,
1992), we think the experimental evidence of sand-clay mixing
(Schmatz et al., 2010a, b) offers an additional mechanism to
achieve the same product, especially if sand has deformed by
independent particulate ﬂow, an issue broached by Freeman et al.
(1998). Note that the limit of 40% clay used to deﬁne the PFFR
type is at the boundary where the addition of more clay yields
little or no additional permeability decrease (Crawford et al.,
2002).
While the triangle diagram approach deﬁnes juxtaposition
windows and gouge types across all possible fault offsets, the
analysis relies on a deterministic stratigraphic section, often
deﬁned at an existing wellbore whose location was likely chosen
for reasons other than its utility for deﬁning a stratigraphic section
for fault-seal analysis.
There are two principle limitations in the application of core
sample results to the problem of cross-fault ﬂow inﬂuenced by clay
smear:
1. Core samples offer little insight into the critical aspect of clay
smear e clay smear continuity. Although it is possible to mea-
sure in the laboratory the capillary and permeability properties
across a clay smear, extrapolation of those properties away from
the core requires a model that core observations lack the ability
to test comprehensively.
2. Core samples come from proprietary cores, and results are re-
ported in the literature as either ‘typical’ results without attri-
bution to a speciﬁc fault or location in the Earth, or they are
amalgamated into large databases of fault rock properties. Even
when sample analyses are reported in the context of a ﬁeld
study (e.g., Ottesen Ellevset et al., 1998), the results are pre-
sented lacking the context of the fault from which the samples
were derived. Gibson (1998) sought to overcome this issue by
presenting data tables that report results on an individual
sample basis.
The primary contribution of core studies to the clay smear
problem is to deﬁne a trend of decreasing permeability with
increasing clay content in the fault (e.g., Gibson, 1998; Manzocchi
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the issue of clay smear continuity is recognized in these studies
(e.g., Fisher and Knipe, 2001), there are no unique observations
made from core samples to address this issue.3.3.5. Modern clay smear ﬁeld studies e the rise of uncertainty
Since the late 1990's, the data types with which modern
subsurface studies are performed became routine e 3D seismic
data; abundant accurate and precise wireline pressure data;
complete wireline log characterization (including gamma ray,
neutron porosity, bulk density, resistivity, and corresponding
derivative Vshale, saturation, and porosity curves); and a myriad
of tools for the evaluation and integration of diverse data types.
Complete integration of these diverse data in order to achieve a
logical, comprehensive interpretation of multiple oil and gas
columns in a complexly faulted stratigraphic section can prove
daunting. In an example from the Exmouth basin of Australia,
Bailey et al. (2006) consider clay smear (high SGR) in the
context of other trap leak controls and attribute a spectrum of
mechanisms for the observed ﬂuid type and pressure
distributions.
A pair of studies by Childs et al. (2002) and Davies et al.
(2003) consider a similar case of gas and water at the same
elevation across a fault combined with a large difference in
water pressure across the fault. In the Tune Field (Norway)
example discussed by Childs et al. (2002), gas occurs in the
hanging wall and is connected to an aquifer with a much higher
pressure than the aquifer in the footwall. In contrast, Davies
et al. (2003) discuss a Gulf of Mexico example in which the
higher aquifer pressure is observed in the footwall while gas is
trapped in the lower pressure hanging wall. In both of these
studies, however, an attempt is made to account for the gas
distribution and water pressure offset across the fault by
interpreting a cross-fault water ﬂux. Childs et al. (2002) model
the relative permeability of water through the gas cap where
the water saturation is above the irreducible water saturation
value. Davies et al. (2003) interpret water ﬂow in the opposite
direction (i.e. from the higher pressure, water-saturated foot-
wall into the gas column in the hanging wall) but without the
corresponding calculations to illustrate the feasibility of this
interpretation. And although Davies et al. (2003) acknowledge
data uncertainty in their analysis, they dismiss the impact of
that uncertainty on their conclusions without reporting the
work done to reach that conclusion.
This interpretation of faults that form a capillary seal while
allowing the ﬂux of water through the gas column is interesting
in that it has potentially signiﬁcant implications for pressure
histories during production. For example, the Tune Field example
by Childs et al. (2002) suggests that pressure depletion during gas
production will be offset to some degree by aquifer support, an
interpretation that should be apparent in plots of pressure
normalized for gas compressibility (P/z) as a function of time and
through the early occurrence of water break-through. Moreover,
as contacts rise, water saturations and the relative permeability of
water will also increase, resulting in an increasing ﬂux of water
across the fault and a rapid pressure decline that offsets the
aquifer support.
Other authors more directly addressed two types of un-
certainties in predicting subsurface clay smear development: (1)
log deﬁnition of the clay fraction in a faulted stratigraphic section
(e.g., Bretan et al., 2003) and the resulting threshold value of a
clay smear parameter like SGR that results in a capillary seal; and
(2) detailed fault zone deﬁnition using core data and highresolution seismic reﬂection data (e.g., Childs et al., 1997; Faerseth
et al., 2007; Hesthammer and Fossen, 2000; Koledoye et al.,
2003). In certain settings challenges arise in deﬁning the strati-
graphic section. For example, Bretan et al. (2003) claim that:
‘Different vintages of Vshale analysis of the same well by different
petrophysicists working in the same company can be alarmingly
different.’ Bretan et al. (2003) then go on to apply a revised
method for determining the input Vshale value (with respect to the
original work reported by Fristad et al., 1997), derive different
SGR values from a Vshale curve that includes ‘mica and kaolin’
(Bretan et al., 2003), and deﬁne a higher SGR value necessary to
achieve a capillary seal. Childs et al. (1997) illustrate how various
natural fault zone complexities, including multiple slip surfaces
that deﬁne fault relays and lenses, result in different in-
terpretations of cross-fault connectivity, the fundamental basis
necessary for considering the effects of clay smear. Hesthammer
and Fossen (2000) discuss additional detailed fault complexities
that affect cross-fault connectivity based on core description
studies in the Gullfaks Field, and Koledoye et al. (2003) document
how paired slip surfaces identiﬁed in high resolution seismic data
from Nigeria promote the incorporation of shale in the fault zone,
perhaps in the manner of fault-bounded, coherent shale lenses in
the context of Berg and Avery (1995). These ideas are further
developed by Faerseth et al. (2007) in which they attempt to
deﬁne a methodology for accounting for these uncertainties
within a risk framework.
The problem with recognizing these uncertainties is that
solutions for addressing them are complex. Attempts to gener-
alize complexity (e.g., Knott, 1993) lack the necessary detail for
addressing questions related to individual faults. Speciﬁcally,
Childs et al. (1997) suggest that: ‘The distribution of fault rocks
cannot be characterized from well data, raising the question of
whether purely deterministic methods for fault seal prediction
can ever be successful.’ This kind of doubt ultimately led to ef-
forts to systematically explore likely uncertainties (e.g., Childs
et al., 2009b; Manzocchi et al., 2008a,b,c).
On the one hand this emerging realization of the impact and
importance of uncertainty in the input parameters and its impact
on the resulting clay smear calculations presents a sobering pic-
ture. On the other hand this period is also marked by studies
attempting to ‘calibrate’ clay smear calculations against sub-
surface observations using the methods of Yielding et al. (1997).
From papers like Bretan et al. (2003), Bretan and Yielding (2005),
Harris et al. (2002), and Yielding (2002) there arises a deﬁnition
of SGR values above 15e20% necessary to create a capillary seal.
Speciﬁcally, there are examples of low SGR where there is little
evidence of a capillary seal and others with high SGR values that
are associated with a capillary seal. This conclusion is further
supported by the uncertainty study undertaken by Childs et al.
(2009b). The transition region around an SGR value of 20% re-
mains problematic, however. Does the resulting threshold entry
pressure increase with increasing SGR? Over what range of SGR
values does this transition occur? While exploring some uncer-
tainty parameters (i.e. it remains challenging to incorporate
alternative fault geometry interpretations), Childs et al. (2009b)
conclude the following: ‘The data also demonstrate that the
level of ﬁll in individual traps can be extremely sensitive to minor
variations in the seal capacity envelope.’
Further complicating matters, Dee et al. (2007) used a clay
smear approach to evaluate a ﬁeld study described by James et al.
(2004) in which a stochastic approach to evaluating juxtaposition
geometries was employed. Dee et al. (2007) produced a similar
gas column distribution to the one originally described by James
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approaches are an imperfect description of subsurface geology
and that both predict faults that form capillary seals when shale is
relatively abundant in the faulted stratigraphic section and the
absence of seals in shale-poor sections. Indeed, when more
comprehensive analyses of stratigraphic uncertainty are under-
taken (e.g., Clarke et al., 2006; Hovadik and Larue, 2010), it seems
likely that at least some documented examples of capillary seal
from clay smear might better be attributed to uninterpreted
stratigraphic complexities. Consequently, it is difﬁcult to glean
deep physical insights into clay smear processes from the existing
ﬁeld studies literature that considers clay smear as a capillary
seal.
3.3.6. Clay smear under transient, production-scale ﬂow conditions
An alternative application of clay smear predictions is for the
interpretation of cross-fault ﬂow during the hours to years time-
scales common to ﬂuid production or injection. In these studies
the effects of pressure transients introduced into the subsurface
by wells producing or injecting gas, oil, or water ﬂuids is moni-
tored and the results interpreted in terms of aggregate perme-
ability properties of intervening faults. With the increased
number of parameters needed to deﬁne such a system (Fig. 28),
an additional strategy is required to model the effects of faults in
ﬂow simulations (e.g., Manzocchi et al., 2002). As Manzocchi
et al. (2010) point out, evaluation of the ﬂow effects of clay
smear are complementary to those of capillary membrane seals
because: ‘fault seal capacity relies on outliers of fault property
distributions (the sealing capacity of a fault is controlled by the
weakest point) while across-fault Darcy ﬂow is controlled by
average properties.’ Interestingly, this facet of the literature is
dominated by ﬁeld studies from Mesozoic reservoirs in the North
Sea with a minor, secondary contribution of older literature from
the Niger Delta.
Speksnijder (1987) commented for the ﬁrst time on the effec-
tiveness of clay smear for cross-fault ﬂow in the Cormorant Field of
the North Sea. Speksnijder (1987) focused on the complex fault
interpretation revealed by new 3D seismic data, and the impact of
that interpretation on cross-fault ﬂow is only brieﬂy deﬁned in the
conclusion of the paper for CSP values that are apparently associ-
ated with production performance data, none of which is
presented.
Fault patterns in the Cormorant Block IV ﬁeld were evaluated by
Sassi et al. (1992) in order to deﬁne the impact of various size
groups of normal faults (deﬁned in terms of throw) on ﬂow within
the Brent Group. Note that in their interpretation, cross-fault ﬂow
restriction only becomes important on medium-scale faults (throw
10e50 ft; 3e15 m), and only in the thin-bedded Ness Formation
where the effects of juxtaposition seal and clay smear are hard to
differentiate.
In a detailed study of a trap-bounding fault in the Niger Delta,
Jev et al. (1993) reported multiple independent oil columns
accumulated in a stacked deltaic reservoir sequence. In the
younger, more shale-prone interval of the stratigraphic section,
higher CSP values are calculated than in the deeper, older, more
sandstone-rich part of the section. Based on this geologic
description, Jev et al. (1993) were able to rationalize a capillary
seal for the oil accumulations in the upper intervals while
attributing water ﬂow across the fault in the deeper sections
resulting from oil production and pressure depletion in the
neighboring Cawthorne Channel Field; water ﬂows from deeper
unproduced intervals (Akaso G reservoirs) across the fault to
replenish the ﬂuid withdrawn by production (Cawthorne Channel
E reservoirs). Jev et al. (1993) also recognize the value of detailed
reservoir simulation studies for unraveling the details of this kindof ﬂuid pressure depletion response but show the value of initial
geologically comprehensive analytical evaluations.
While the pressure history that arises from production ﬂuid
extraction yields additional insight into the permeability prop-
erties of a fault zone, those properties can only be inferred with
additional information about production rates, connected pore
volumes, the properties of the ﬂuids contained within those pores
(e.g., compressibility), the timing and history of all wells either
producing or injecting ﬂuid, and additional case-speciﬁc param-
eters. The calculated pressure histories introduced by Fulljames
et al. (1997) begin to illustrate the complexity of even a simple
pressure response. Rivenaes and Dart (2002) suggest that capil-
lary effects maintaining higher water saturation in fault zones
further reduce the relative permeability of a fault, adding another
dimension to the problem. Fisher and Jolley (2007) further
developed the idea of relative permeability in a fault zone. Ulti-
mately the use of a geocellular reservoir simulation model was
introduced to help keep track of these various parameters and
dependencies.
Bentley and Barry (1991) provide the ﬁrst application of a
reservoir simulation study of a faulted reservoir, also basing their
work on Cormorant Block IV. They describe different intervals of
CSP into clay smear ‘type panels,’ which they used to classify
different types of cross-fault ﬂow. Interestingly, they comment
that ‘the complexity of the structural pattern and production
history from Block IV rule out the option of simple calibration
using production data’ (Bentley and Barry, 1991), although they
did iterate on leak paths within the model in the context of a well
history match to deﬁne a threshold CSP ¼ 5 for fault ‘sealing’
(which is interpreted to be negligible cross-fault ﬂow rather than
no-ﬂow). Subsequent work by Wehr et al. (2000) on the same
ﬁeld investigated the ﬂow effects of various fault gouge scenarios,
including clay smear (CSP), on reservoir ﬂow simulation models
compared against water-cut data from production wells. Wehr
et al. (2000) advanced the simulation approach toward the cur-
rent practice of applying different fault transmissibility values to
different parts of a fault guided by an independent geologic
interpretation and illustrated the efﬁciencies gained in the
reservoir simulation and history-matching process given a priori
deﬁnition of fault gouge properties and distribution.
As reservoir simulations improved through evolution of raw
computing power, it ultimately became possible to treat and
evaluate a full continuum of fault properties in a comprehensive
reservoir simulation. Jolley et al. (2007) provided one of the ﬁrst
examples in an evaluation of the Brent Group ﬁelds in the North
Sea. They recognized how hard it is to construct the faulted
reservoir framework needed to evaluate the ﬂow effects of fault
gouge, including clay smear, and identiﬁed the deﬁnition of the
fault framework as a 1st-order sensitivity for the modeling pro-
cess. Jolley et al. (2007) also describe the application of fault
properties via the assignment of transmissibility multipliers; the
methodologies for deﬁning transmissibility multipliers are
described in other literature (e.g., Fisher and Jolley, 2007;
Manzocchi et al., 1999). An important outcome of this study is
the conclusion that with the time and care invested in con-
structing a viable reservoir framework and the systematic appli-
cation of transmissibility multipliers based on geologic principles
and clay smear models, the path to achieving an acceptable his-
tory match is far more efﬁcient.
Many similar conclusions were reached by Myers et al. (2007)
in a reservoir simulation study of the Ringhorne Field, Norway:
the fundamental necessity of accurately constructing the faulted
reservoir framework in the simulation model and the vast
advantage in the history-matching exercise of starting with an
array of geologically-deﬁned fault transmissibilities that reﬂect
Fig. 31. Illustration of how modeled effects of different failure modes, expressed here as burial depth of faulting, result in variable fault permeabilities and resulting producing well
pressure histories. Note that history match was only possible after various other geologic problems in model were identiﬁed and rectiﬁed. (a) Histogram of fault permeabilities
(milliDarcies) applied across entire model for three faulting scenarios: syndepositional, early post-depositional (shallow), and late post-depositional (deep) faulting. (b) Flowing
bottom-hole pressure records for two producing oil wells in model compared against calculated pressures for three fault histories described in (a) as well as fault-open and fault-
closed end-member scenarios. Reproduced with permission from Myers et al. (2007).
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used by Jolley et al. (2007) and Myers et al. (2007) is the way in
which the clay smear product (e.g., SGR) is transformed to
permeability. Jolley et al. (2007) used an empirical transform that
relates fault permeability to shale fraction as expressed by SGR. In
contrast, Myers et al. (2007) implemented a permeability calcu-
lation based on the geometry of the clay component in an
aggregate fault zone consisting of multiple gouge types. Myers
et al. (2007) also used this approach to explore alternative fault
permeability scenarios for different material property deﬁnitions
arising from different burial and faulting histories (Fig. 31). This
approach represents a signiﬁcant development in that it for the
ﬁrst time attempts to link a fault-process model with a resulting
cross-fault ﬂow calculation. Further information about how
these two approaches (empirical permeability deﬁnition versus
process-based evaluation) relate to the ﬂow problem is outlined
in the text inset.Even when reservoir simulation is used to test models of fault
properties, the results are non-unique given the large number of
degrees of freedom that remain in the model (i.e. multiple combi-
nations of parameters consistent with measured data produce the
same ﬂuid pressure and rate histories). One way to further reduce
the degrees of freedom in a model is with an independent data
type, and Sverdrup et al. (2003) have shown how the application of
4D (time-lapse) seismic data are used to track the spatial move-
ment of gas and water ﬂuids and the corresponding pressure
changes between repeat surveys. In particular, the amplitude dif-
ference map in Sverdrup et al. (2003; their Fig. 11) is a beautiful
illustration of gas pooling against a fault and begs the questions of
whether a sandstone connection exists at that location to support
potential gas leakage across the fault, and if so, whether the gas is
pooling in a small attic above the juxtaposition connection. If both
of those geometric criteria are met, then cross-fault ﬂow is
restricted by fault gouge, possibly a clay smear.
Clay smear algorithms have the following units basis:
$ SGR ¼
P
Vcl Dz
throw
*100% dimensionless length (2)
$ CSP ¼
X thickness2
distance
length (3)
$ SSF ¼ throw
thickness
dimensionless length (4)
Insofar as these parameters are used to evaluate cross-fault ﬂow, we compare them via Darcy's Law to properties that resist ﬂow (permeability or hydraulic conductivity)
which have units of L2 and L/t, respectively. In this context it is possible to see SGR and SSF as proportionality constants that could be applied to the permeability
deﬁnition (Hubbert, 1940):
k ¼ Cd2 (5)
where C is the proportionality constant that further modiﬁes SGR or SSF parameters (d is the diameter of uniform glass bead particles in Hubbert's formulation); both
deﬁne properties of themedium throughwhich ﬂow occurs. CSP values with a length dimensionmay require additional information from the taper geometry to become
dimensionless.
Attempts to relate some measure of clay smear to ﬂow have used SGR as a non-linear proportionality constant in a permeability deﬁnition:
log kf ¼ 0:4 4SGR 0:25 logðDÞ*ð1 SGRÞ5 (6)
kf ¼ a*SGRb (7)
kf ¼

Fvsh*k
ð12Cf Þ
sh þ ð1 FvshÞ*ðkss*kcatÞ
ð12Cf Þð12Cf Þ (8)
In all cases kf ¼ fault permeability. Equation (6) is from Manzocchi et al. (1999; arithmetic average permeability); D ¼ fault throw (m). Equation (7) is from Jolley et al.
(2007) where a and b are constants from kf eclay % transforms. Equation (8) comes from Myers et al. (2014), and Fvsh ¼ volume fraction of shale in the fault, ksh and kss
represent shale and sandstone permeabilities, respectively, and Cf represents a clay smear continuity factor.
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cises, the issues of geologic uncertainty are still prominent for
reservoir simulation problems, not least for models constructed to
predict reservoir performance before production wells are drilled.
In particular, some of the geometric uncertainties explored by
Manzocchi et al. (2010) warrant careful thought when considering
cross-fault ﬂow.3.3.6.1. Aquifer ﬂow studies. Additional information about cross-
fault ﬂow is available from aquifer studies. Darcy ﬂow is simpler
in aquifer studies with a single ﬂuid phase in the fully saturated
zone (Fig. 28). However, the subsurface geologic structure, which
may be constrained by surface outcrop exposures, is often less well
deﬁned in the absence of seismic reﬂection data that prove so
useful in petroleum ﬁeld studies. For example, Bense et al. (2003)
offer detailed descriptions of faults and clay smear in shallow,
unlithiﬁed sediments studied in trenches in the Netherlands with
detail well beyond what is possible in petroleum ﬁeld studies. They
infer ﬂow restriction across the fault based on an observed 5 m
difference in the phreatic surface over a 25 m distance.
In a more comprehensive study in the Lower Rhine Embayment,
Bense and Van Balen (2004) document differences in hydraulic
head between different fault blocks. The area studied encompasses
the lignitemines reported byWeber et al. (1978) where the original
detailed observations of clay smear were made. The geologic and
fault framework is derived from exposures in the open pit mines
and numerous wellbores used to deﬁne coal distribution so some
level of detail in the fault structure is expected to be missing from
this extrapolation. In spite of this limitation, hydraulic head dif-
ferences >100 m are interpreted across faults near open-pit mines
where wells locally drop the local groundwater level in order to
keep the mines dry. In some areas, though, the effects of the
prominent clay smear are defeated by unbreached fault relays that
enable fault-unhindered groundwater ﬂow between fault blocks,
albeit through a more restricted cross-section.Results from the Bense and Van Balen (2004) work illustrate one
difﬁculty in deducing fault ﬂow properties from subsurface ﬂow
studies. In that work, they plot SGR-value against aquifer potential
difference, from which they infer that SGR is related to fault
permeability. However, this approach assumes that there are no
holes in the clay gouge whose presence would dominate ﬂow. If
holes were present, the same pattern of hydraulic potential con-
tours could be possible, even for the case of limited cross-fault ﬂux
(Fig. 32); in this example, fault ﬂow (i.e. SGR) properties are con-
stant, and the range in hydraulic potential difference is large.
In subsequent work in the Lower Rhine Embayment, Bense et al.
(2008) document thermal anomalies, which they ascribe to vertical
water ﬂux. Spiller et al. (2004) similarly address vertical aquifer ﬂux
in the open-pit mines in the area and interpret a deep aquifer
source based on temperature and water chemistry results.
Although the geologic cross-section presented by Spiller et al.
(2004) indicates potential ﬂow paths back-and-forth across faults
through juxtaposed permeable intervals, this kind of pathway is
probably inadequate for producing thermal anomalies. Bense et al.
(2008) appeal to high permeability along the fault dip, possibly
resulting from sand lenses entrained within the fault zone. How-
ever, Spiller et al. (2004) infer erosion processes along the fault that
create high permeability conduits, erosion that may be speciﬁc to
the local environment of unlithiﬁed sediments and low stresses.
Ironically then, in the area where the clay smear process was
ﬁrst identiﬁed and documented, groundwater ﬂow is inﬂuenced by
an array of geologic processes and conditions, including fault relays
and groundwater-induced erosion processes. These examples
illustrate the difﬁculty in inverting ﬂow responses for clay-smear
properties alone without considering the potential impact of
other processes that may also affect cross-fault ﬂow. However,
combining ﬂuid potential data with independent temperature
(Bense et al., 2008) and chemical tracer (Cilona et al., 2015) data
help reduce the number of degrees of freedom in solutions, much
as 4D seismic images help deﬁne the distribution andmovement of
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Fig. 32. Cross-fault ﬂow simulation to illustrate complexities in deducing fault prop-
erties from general hydraulic data. Model includes closed, limited area (area of ﬁgure),
bounding faults (vertical black lines extending vertically across ﬁgure representing no-
ﬂow boundaries), middle fault (middle line) with constant, limited transmissibility
(0.001  reservoir transmissibility) and 35 m long hole in middle of model, uniform
reservoir properties (1000 mD and 0.79 m thick), producing well (left fault block) and
injecting well (right fault block) maintaining mass balance (5000 bbl/day; 795 m3/
day). Resulting steady-state ﬂow deﬁned after 1 year of ﬂow, and pressure contours
(20 psi contour interval; 138 kPa interval). Small ﬂux across fault results in tight
clustering of contours along fault, but majority of ﬂow along fault block and through
hole in middle. Note that biggest pressure difference across fault deﬁned between
wells, and smallest pressure difference immediately adjacent hole, even though gouge
permeability is constant.
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injection.3.3.7. Clay smear dilemma in subsurface studies
The problem with subsurface studies is that evidence of the
presence of clay smear fails to establish that clay smear has a ma-
terial impact on subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow; the observation of clay smear
provides necessary but not sufﬁcient information to reach this
conclusion. Moreover, the failure to account for subsurface ﬂuid
distributions with simple juxtapositions (i.e. offsets along a single
fault surface) is insufﬁcient to deduce the presence and effect of
clay smear. To illustrate this point further by speciﬁc example, two
fault interpretation examples are presented from the Hibernia
Field, Canada.3.3.7.1. Hibernia background. The Hibernia Field is a large oil and
gas ﬁeld on the Grand Banks offshore Eastern Canada (Mackay and
Tankard, 1990). It is well suited for evaluating problems of cross-
fault ﬂuid ﬂow because the ﬁeld is heavily faulted (two near-
orthogonal fault strike orientations interpreted to have formed in
the Cretaceous; Sinclair et al., 1999), and the Cretaceous braidedﬂuvial reservoir varies on a scale that is much larger than a fault
block (i.e. local fault problems are evaluated with high conﬁdence
in the stratigraphic distribution because of the interpreted strati-
graphic continuity). Faults with offsets larger than the reservoir
thickness result in separation of gas, oil, and water ﬂuids, and faults
with smaller offsets result in ﬂuid continuity across the fault. Even
though the reservoir is heavily faulted, gas, oil, and water ﬂuids
communicate where the geometric juxtaposition of permeable
reservoir intervals permit that communication. Faults between
permeable intervals rarely prevent cross-fault ﬂow but rather serve
to hinder or re-direct it.
Cross-fault ﬂuid continuity is deﬁned as the same original, pre-
production ﬂuid pressure in the same ﬂuid type at the same depth
on either side of a fault (i.e. no capillary membrane seal), even
though that connectivity may be established via a long meandering
pathway through multiple fault blocks. For fault blocks sharing the
same initial conditions, the question becomes whether those
juxtaposition connections are sufﬁcient for allowing pressure
communication during production (i.e. are rates of cross-fault ﬂow
signiﬁcant?). There is substantial evidence for cross-fault ﬂuid
connectivity during production in Hibernia based on: (1) deviations
of ﬂuid pressure from original pressure conditions in undeveloped
fault blocks as a result of production or injection of ﬂuids in adja-
cent fault blocks; and (2) interpretation of cross-fault ﬂuid ﬂux
necessary to account for mass balance constraints invoked in
reservoir simulation. The production data suggest that where
porous and permeable reservoir sandstones exist, cross-fault ﬂow
is common.
However, two signiﬁcant exceptions to these generalizations are
known, and they are instructive for considering the uniqueness of
geologic interpretations for clay smear calibrations. Here we can
address the following questions: Does clay smear form in these
locations? Is it continuous? Are there other mechanisms for sepa-
rating permeable sandstones?
3.3.7.2. Oil column separation e clay-smear or complex faulting?.
In 2011 a well was drilled into an untested fault block in the
southern part of the ﬁeld. This fault block is at the junction of two
independent oil columns (i.e. oil columns with different original
pressures at the same elevation) e a higher pressure oil column
documented to the east, and a lower pressure oil column to the
west (Fig. 33). The question was which oil column deﬁned the
pressures in the untested fault block, and what geologic interpre-
tation would yield a successful prediction? A range of pre-drill
scenarios were deﬁned that separated the oils along a fault on
thewestern side and eastern side of the fault block to be drilled, but
here we focus on the interpretations on the W-bounding fault.
Seismic proﬁles across down-dip portions of the W-bounding
fault suggest there should be a geometric connection between
permeable intervals in this reservoir section that should allow the
western, lower pressure oil to communicate across this fault
(Fig. 34). The sandstone-rich nature of the faulted section results in
low SGR values for all plausible offsets up to full reservoir separa-
tion (Fig. 35) with calculated SGR values < 0.2. Such low SGR values
occur elsewhere in the ﬁeld for the same Layer 3 juxtapositions and
are associated with cross-fault ﬂow during production, so it is un-
likely that a similar SGR value should produce a capillary seal here
(Table 5).
Further complicating matters is the observation along the updip
section of the W-bounding fault where reservoir separation is
interpreted by a complex intersection fault geometry imaged in the
seismic data (Fig. 36). In these sections a W-dipping fault is cut by
the primary E-dipping fault with the result that the apparent offset
across the entire fault zone appears minimal while in fact the offset
on the E-dipping fault creates a juxtaposition seal with younger
Fig. 33. Depth-structure map of southern portion of Hibernia Field, offshore Eastern Canada. Map shows fault blocks on west (CC 2 & CC3) that deﬁne lower pressure oil column (at
speciﬁed depth) than fault blocks further to east (DD). Geologic problem involves accounting for oil pressure properties observed by drilling into KK-fault block. Note that hanging
wall (downthrown) block on each fault depicted by fault-teeth symbols. Warm colors are shallower than cool colors, and contour labels in meters below sea level; ﬁlled circles are
oil producing wells, and open circles with arrows are water injection wells.
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older W-dipping fault with the result that an additional juxtapo-
sition seal is created by insertion of an older shale interval.
In down-dip sections only the E-dipping fault is recognizable in
the seismic data, and the apparent offset remains minimal. How-
ever, given the complexity of the geology and the seismic resolution
available at a depth >4500m, an additional plausible interpretationinvolves maintaining the W-dipping fault geometry observed up-
dip, even though the seismic data fail to require that interpreta-
tion, with the result that same top- and base-seal juxtapositions are
maintained (Fig. 36). Note that the interpretation presented in
Fig. 36b is non-unique, which it must be for an interpretation
under-constrained by data. Indeed the seismic data also allow a
more complicated interpretation than the one shown, especially for
Fig. 34. Serial seismic proﬁles across fault that separates CC3 and KK fault blocks. Seismic proﬁles progress from north (upper left corner: A1) to south (lower right corner: C3). Each
row of 3 proﬁles correspond to blue and red lines (oriented WNW-ESE) in map at end of row (A to C ¼ N to S). Note how E-dipping purple fault has little displacement, especially in
the last row of proﬁles where imaging is compromised, in part, by fault shadowing effects beneath white fault. Reservoir interval contained between purple and red/pink horizons.
Seismic data outlined in yellow boxes shown in Fig. 36.
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synthetic and anthithetic faults).
Oil pressures measured in the drilled well were the same as
those in fault blocks to the east, indicating that the W-bounding
fault was responsible for separating oil columns. In this examplewe
conclude that the observed oil separation is unlikely for juxtapo-
sition seal on a simple fault surface, unlikely for a capillary clay
smear, and thus more likely for the complex cross-cutting fault
pattern observed updip in the seismic data. Note that if we had
failed to observe this fault complexity, we might have been temp-
ted to interpret a clay smear capillary-seal at an anomalously low
SGR value.
3.3.7.3. Water trapped above oil e fault lens-enclosed shale?.
In our clay smear deﬁnition, we include both the high shear-strain
clay that accommodates signiﬁcant fault offset and stratigraphically
coherent lenses of shale that exist as part of the clay smear fault
structure. This example further develops the idea that shale lenses
may contribute to capillary seals in the sense of Berg and Avery
(1995).In 2011 another well was drilled into the Hibernia reservoir and
encountered water in the midst of a thick oil column; the well
documented an oil-water contact, and another well structurally
down-dip in the next fault block previously documented oil
(Fig. 37). Both oil occurrences are interpreted to be parts of the
same continuous oil column in original pressure communication
(pressures in the 2011 well were perturbed by production, which is
why this is an interpretation rather than an observation), and the
seismic data (Fig. 38) indicate a Layer 2e3 juxtaposition connection
for a simple fault surface interpretation with no evidence for a
complex antithetic fault as in the previous example (notwith-
standing the fact that an antithetic fault would like be unable to
create a juxtaposition seal in this part of the stratigraphic section).
As in the previous example, the reservoir Layer 2e3 fault juxta-
position connection that traps water in the up-dip fault block
(Fig. 38) is similarly associated with extensive pressure and ﬂuid
communication elsewhere in the ﬁeld (Table 6), and so the auto-
matic deduction of a clay smear capillary seal is difﬁcult based on
conﬂicting evidence.
Although faulting of the Medial Shale unit, a continuous marine
Fig. 35. Well log representation of offset reservoir stratigraphy, including calculated SGR values for fault throws up to full reservoir offset. Note that sandstone-rich nature of Layer 3
limits value of SGR calculated, resulting in inference of SGR value no greater than 0.35e0.38 in (A) and <0.2 for the same L3U/L3L juxtapositions in (B); L2 ¼ Layer 2, L3U ¼ Layer 3
Upper, L3M ¼ Layer 3 Middle, L3L ¼ Layer 3 Lower. Although these wells are bound and are separated by <500 m from fault of interest (Fig. 33), subtle differences in stratigraphy
yield some fairly signiﬁcant differences in SGR calculation and resulting inference of capillary-sealing versus leaking for same critical SGR value (e.g., 0.2) depending upon precise
stratigraphic development of L3M.
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Table 5
Summary of layer 3 juxtaposition properties.
Layer 3 reservoir connections Pre-production pressure connection Neighboring pressure disturbance Signiﬁcant mass ﬂow to neighbor
KK-CC blocks No No No
Rest of ﬁeld Yes Yes Yes
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higher calculated SGR values than in the Layer 3 self-juxtaposition
example above (Fig. 39), most other Layer 2e3 juxtapositions allow
production time-scale pressure communication. However, the
Medial Shale unit is comparable in thickness to the Layer 2 reser-
voir interval, and it is feasible to interpret a fault lens containing the
Medial Shale between the Layer 2 and 3 reservoirs as a juxtaposi-
tion seal based on incorporation of a structurally coherent shale
lens in the fault zone (Fig. 38), but a shale lens incorporated as part
of clay smear processes.
How does a fault lens component of a clay smear interpretation
satisfy the argument of conﬂicting observations for the same SGR?
For this we assert that SGR is a poor predictor of the development of
fault lenses (Noorsalehi-Garakani et al., 2013). Next, we conclude
that fault lenses have limited lateral extent (e.g., Noorsalehi-
Garakani et al., 2013). Then we observe that the fault separating
water and oil is among the shortest fault-block segments in the
ﬁeld and deduce that all other fault segments are longer than any
similar fault lenses that may be developed on those faults.
Accepting that this interpretation is correct because alternativeFig. 36. Close-up views of up-dip and down-dip seismic proﬁles highlighted in yellow boxe
intersects E-dipping fault within reservoir sequence and creates downward displacement
interval on both sides of fault system, which appears to have minimal offset across this sys
dipping fault is no longer evident in seismic data even though horizon offset across entire fau
fault interpretation and maintains juxtaposition seal geometries interpreted in up-dip proﬁle
2 and above thick shale-rich interval at top of Layer 3U (Fig. 35). Fortune Bay Base Seal is sh
underlying Jeanne d’Arc units.interpretations are excluded based on lack of evidence or con-
ﬂicting observations, we then ﬁnd evidence that the mechanics of
clay smear processes are critical for predicting when shale-ﬁlled
lenses will form. It also becomes crucial to know how long lenses
can be because this deﬁnes which fault segments are candidates for
this prediction.
These two examples illustrate the fact that complex fault ge-
ometries are a third alternative to simple juxtaposition and SGR-
based clay smear predictions. Any clay smear calibration studies
that have been undertaken without considering the potential for
complex fault geometries to contribute to cross-fault ﬂow must be
viewed with caution. The clay-smear, fault-lens interpretation is a
strong motivator for including a clay-smear mechanics component
in prediction models.3.3.8. Summary of subsurface ﬁeld studies
Clay smear is interpreted to hinder cross-fault ﬂow in many
different ﬁeld studies. Although clay smear was originally
conceived of as a capillary, membrane seal, its impact on throttling
the ﬂux of ﬂuids across faults in the presence of a ﬂuid potentials in Fig. 34 (width of view approximately 1 km). In up-dip proﬁle (A), W-dipping fault
of top-seal wedge and upward displacement of base-seal wedge relative to reservoir
tem, although fault throw on each segment is signiﬁcant. In down-dip section (B), W-
lt system is minimal. Speculative extrapolation of W-dipping fault is shownwith dotted
. Medial shale is marine shale associated with Maximum Flooding Surface below Layer
ale interval below oldest reservoir interval that supports large pressure difference with
Fig. 37. Depth-structure map of southern portion of Hibernia Field, offshore Eastern Canada. Map shows up-dip fault block (AA2) that contains thick interval of water above oil
observed down-dip in MM fault block (interpreted original pressure communication). Fault offset with GG1-block is enough to create full separation of reservoir intervals, but AA2-
MM fault offset is too small.
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Much of the literature on the application of clay smear processes is
derived from Tertiary deltaic sedimentary systems where rocks are
often underconsolidated and the stratigraphic continuity of in-
tervals up to faults where fault juxtaposition diagrams are created
may be open to alternative interpretations. Moreover, although
disturbed juxtaposition relations that arise from non-planar faultstructures have been recognized, there is no coherent strategy for
accounting for this complexity.
We think it is hard to gain meaningful insights into clay smear
processes based on the types of ﬁeld studies to date (Table 7).
Although there is a considerable literature that addresses clay
smear as a capillary seal, the interpretation of a continuous clay
smear without the sparse holes described by Wehr et al. (2000),
Fig. 38. (A) Series of 3 seismic proﬁles crossing fault separating AA2 (up-dip) and MM (down-dip) fault blocks. Position of lines shown on map at end of row with proﬁles
progressing from N (left) to S (right). Width of proﬁles approximately 2.4 km; no vertical exaggeration. (B) Blow-up of middle proﬁle (inside dotted red box). Red curve that parallels
pink fault interpretation is path of well bore in down-dip portion of AA2 fault block. Adjacent blue curve is gamma-ray curve taken in well; shale intervals identiﬁed by parts of
curve closest to wellbore curve, and sandstone intervals by those farthest fromwellbore curve. Green curve on right side of wellbore is resistivity curve; in sandstone intervals high
resistivity (green curve farthest fromwellbore curve) intervals represent oil and low resistivity (green curve close to wellbore curve) represents water. Note that for thick section of
sandstone (blue curve) between purple and red horizons, resistivity indicates water with minor interpretations that a bit of oil exists at top but much of interval contains water in
spite of Layer 2e3 juxtaposition (yellow arrow). Layer 2 reservoir interval lies above purple horizon interpretation. (C) Speculative fault relay or lens introduces wedge of Medial
Shale (brown polygon outlined in yellow) displaced short distance from hanging wall but enough to occlude Layer 2e3 juxtaposition.
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difﬁcult to achieve. Although there are no doubt examples in nature
where clay smear has created a capillary seal to oil and gas, it is
difﬁcult to specify which faults achieve a continuous clay smear
from the perspective of reproducibility embodied in the scientiﬁc
method.
Most studies remain under-constrained (Table 4), but the inte-
grated simulation studies (Jolley et al., 2007; Myers et al., 2007)Table 6
Summary of layer 2e3 juxtaposition properties.
Layer 2e3 reservoir connections Pre-production pressure connection
AA2-MM blocks No e watera
Rest of ﬁeld Yes
a Can only be established for water phase encountered in well; no compelling evidenc
along upper part of fault where oil is found on both sides of fault or via some alternativbegin to deﬁne more detailed information about fault zone prop-
erties (Table 4), especially when constructed from ﬁrst-principles
geologic models (i.e. models in which various fault geometries
and properties are deﬁned as an input). The logical continuation of
this approach is to make speciﬁc geologic and ﬂow predictions and
then drill wells, collect and analyze samples, and perform speciﬁc
ﬂow experiments to test those models. Aquifer studies (Table 7)
offer additional insights on cross-fault ﬂow if only because nearbyNeighboring pressure disturbance Signiﬁcant mass ﬂow to neighbor
Unknown No e watera
Yes Yes
e to conclude that original oil pressure communication or subsequent oil ﬂux occurs
e path of fault connections.
Fig. 39. Well log representation of offset reservoir stratigraphy, including calculated SGR values for fault throws up to full reservoir offset. Note that SGR values increase as L2 is
increasingly offset to progressively juxtapose L3U, L3M, and L3L, with SGR values decreasing from 0.55 to 0.36; L2 ¼ Layer 2, L3U ¼ Layer 3 Upper, L3M ¼ Layer 3 Middle, L3L ¼ Layer
3 Lower. In this instance there is little difference between SGR values calculated for two closest wells; both well results are dominated by relatively shaley development of L3U
interval. Note that for capillary seal required by seismic data in Fig. 38, SGR values are lowest. Applying ‘typical’ threshold SGR value of 0.2 for creation of capillary seal, though,
contradicts observations of production-scale pressure depletion elsewhere in ﬁeld across same kind of juxtaposition connection and for similar stratigraphic development (NB both
cross-fault pressure depletion and build-up above original pressure observed for pressure-maintained oil production via both gas and water injection).
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Table 7
Rating summary of subsurface studies and clay smear.
Contribution Understanding Comments
Capillary seal Although claimed in the literature, uncertainty evaluation and consideration of alternative interpretations left largely under-
explored; interpretation reproducibility limited; presence of clay smear largely untested by independent core samples
Permeability reduction in oil
& gas ﬂow
Same limitations as for capillary seal; production data used in history-match analysis offers more deﬁnitive but non-unique
data constraints; tested in full 3D models that help enforce internal interpretation consistency
Permeability reduction e
aquifer ﬂow
Same limitations as for capillary seal; less sub-surface deﬁnition than for oil & gas ﬂow and more restricted data constraints
(changes in potential surface); better integration of surface outcrop data possible
Fault mechanisms
responsible
Subsurface studies focus on the ﬂow effects of clay smear and offer few insights into the processes that generate clay smear;
effects of geometric ambiguities recognized, but data resolution often prevents independent evaluation of those geometries
Note: Star rating reﬂects score (red stars) out of maximum potential score (blue stars).
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sub-surface. However, the subsurface aquifer deﬁnition is poorer
than in oil and gas ﬁelds, and the history-matching approach seems
less well developed. The aquifer environment offers the opportu-
nity for inexpensive diagnostic cross-fault ﬂow tests because well
costs are comparatively cheap.
Subsurface ﬁeld studies offer little about the mechanics of the
clay smear process e how clays are incorporated into a fault zone,
how they are deformed once between the shear zone boundaries,
and how clay smears develop holes. Core analyses in subsurface
studies offer conﬁrmation for the existence of clay smear but the
scale of these samples hinders further interpretation. In the end
subsurface studies are essential for testing clay smear models
developed elsewhere, but to do so requires public disclosure of a
comprehensive dataset, including all raw data to insure interpre-
tation reproducibility, and the application of well-conceived cross-
fault ﬂow tests designed to test and differentiate clay smear
models. There is no more effective means to interrogate the ge-
ometry and continuity of clay smear products in a fault zone than
with subsurface ﬂow studies, and current approaches can be useful
for addressing questions of reservoir compartmentalization, but
advances in understanding will require more deﬁnitive subsurface
tests.3.4. Discussion and synthesis from laboratory to subsurface
We have shown in this review that clay smear is much more
than the weighted average of a faulted lithologic section. Rather, it
is the ensemble of fault structures that develop during fault evo-
lution. That ensemble is the result of the deformation regime
during faulting, the mechanical properties of the faulted rocks, the
effective stress, the geometric evolution of the fault network, and
the lithology of the faulted section. In addition, mineral reaction
and recrystallization processes are possible but have remained
outside the clay smear context.When considering the effects of clay
smear on subsurface ﬂowproblems, the singlemost important fault
structures are the holes in the gouge. Therefore, even if all other
aspects of the clay smear process are fully understood, predicted
ﬂow properties will remain uncertain if our understanding of how
holes form remains incomplete.
Although we consider faults in this review that rarely have
offsets greater than a hundred meters, the complexity is already
enormous and diverse. Thus research into the clay smear problem
for the purpose of improving subsurface ﬂow predictions has also
yielded important insights into fault localization phenomena.
Exchange with other applications like earthquake studies is seen
as promising, but those associations have yet to be fully
developed.
In this section we synthesize insights across the three areas we
developed in this paper: Outcrop Studies, Laboratory and Numer-
ical Modeling Studies, and Subsurface Studies. We seek to betterdeﬁnewhat ‘clay smear’ is, trying to remain faithful to the history of
the subject, providing a terminology framework useful for future
studies, and thereby reducing potential confusion. We then step
back and evaluate how deep we think our understanding has
reached into the various processes that create clay smear. In a
complementary evaluation, we summarize our knowledge of how
clay smear has affected subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow, leading to the ques-
tion of how effective current predictive models are. On the basis of
these evaluations, we then conclude with a section that describes
how we think future advancements will arise.3.4.1. What is clay smear?
‘Clay smear is a loosely deﬁned term born in hydrocarbon ge-
ology; its usage differs between publications, and the deﬁnition of
processes operating is often unclear. In the most general meaning,
the term includes all processes, which somehow transform clay in
the wall rock into clay that is part of the fault zone’ (van der Zee
et al., 2003). More than a decade after this perspective was given,
we think this assessment is still correct.
Therefore clay smear, although sometimes referred to as a
process, is better considered encompassing a multitude of fault
processes that combine and interact in various fashions to create a
myriad of fault structures, some of which collectively deﬁne a clay
smear. Clay smear is an umbrella term for a series of fault processes,
and similarly a term that includes many different fault structures.
Thus we use the term ‘clay smear’ when it is efﬁcient for referring
to a collection of processes and structures but then rely upon the
more detailed and explicit terms (e.g., abrasion, shear, and layered
gouge) included beneath the umbrella term to achieve better
insight into the problem.
Processes associated with clay smear reﬂect the evolution of a
fault propagating through a mechanically heterogeneous sedi-
mentary section. There are many different paths available for this
evolution, resulting in the rich diversity of structures described in
the literature. At its root, incipient clay smear is a fault localization
phenomenon combined with reworking in high shear strain in the
fault zone.
Lastly, although there is a temptation to focus the attention of
the clay smear processes onto the high shear strain component of
the fault zone, the available outcrop and experimental observations
illustrate the crucial importance and ephemeral nature of struc-
turally coherent lenses of sandstone, limestone, and in particular
shale for the overall fault zone structure. The creation of shale-rich
fault lenses is an integral part of the clay smear process, especially
for considering the cross-fault ﬂow problem and as a source of clay-
rich material available to promote localizationwith increasing fault
offset.
In the ﬁnal analysis, clay smear is a special case of multiple fault
processes and structures that arise when a faulted section contains
mudstones and shales. It encompasses the presence and distribu-
tion, geometry and continuity of the deformed and faulted
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fault structures are found, and in the experimental section argu-
ments were developed to build a clay smear process model based
on localization models developed in pure sand systems.
3.4.2. How deep is our understanding of fault processes that result
in clay smear?
From our review of available outcrop studies and complemen-
tary laboratory and numerical experiments, we conclude that the
development of clay smear depends on three components:
1) how much clay exists in the faulted section
2) the geomechanical properties of the faulted lithologies deﬁned
in relation to:
a) in-situ effective stress (i.e. brittleness)
b) geometric evolution of fault system
These components have many complicated feedbacks, and
different domains of processes arise out of these interactions.
The results of experimental and numerical simulations of fault
processes, outcrop observations, and subsurface studies are very
different windows into the clay smear phenomenon, and we face
hurdles in relating the results from one area of investigation to
another. For example, in the experimental sectionwe discussed the
limitations of grain size in experiments and grid size in simulations
and the issues associated with scaling processes to natural di-
mensions. The boundary conditions in existing experimental and
numerical simulations of clay smear processes are strongly inﬂu-
enced by the need to produce a large shear in a small model. Many
boundary conditions in nature are unattainable in simulation.
Conversely, outcrops lack the height and width needed to
completely examine a faulted layer and the incremental strain
history necessary to relate a series of ﬁnal structures to the initial
boundary conditions and subsequent fault evolution; process is an
interpretation rather than an observation in this environment. And
subsurface studies, which through the ﬂuid ﬂow problem allow us
to interrogate complete fault zones, lack the detailed resolution
necessary to observe the critical fault structures.
We ﬁnd it useful to think of the deformation domains deﬁned in
experimental studies because they provide the means to relate a
group of distinguishing processes in a domain to a series of diag-
nostic fault structures (Fig. 27). What makes this approach
appealing is that the deformation behavior of sand and shale
components is a consequence of material properties, stress condi-
tions during faulting, and the previous stress history of the mate-
rials. In other words, weak clay deformed at low stress can deform
by the same processes and result in the same diagnostic structures
as stronger clay deformed at higher effective stresses. We arrive at
this understanding as a result of observing clay fragments formed
by extensional fractures at a propagating fault tip and then ‘ﬂowing’
in the fault zone as a result of that same clay deforming in critical
state (degree of softening depending on initial cementation).
Although these deformation domains provide a highly simpliﬁed
framework, it is nonetheless useful as a starting point for incor-
porating the mechanics of deformation into clay smear predictions,
which currently lack any input from this perspective.
Fault geometric evolution plays a crucial role in early fault zone
development and is as important a consideration for clay smear
evolution as the geomechanical aspects described above. In out-
crops and experiments we observe fault zones with clay smear
associated with multiple slip surfaces (zones of localization), and
laboratory and numerical experiments demonstrate both a
discontinuous (or continuous) migration of localized shearing
through the material and simultaneous displacement on multiple
localizations. Moreover, the evolution of fault relays and lenses hasa profound effect on how clay is incorporated into the fault zone
and how it deforms once it is within the fault zone (e.g., reworking
of coherent fragments in fault lenses). Fundamental questions like
what controls themigration of deformation into the footwall versus
hanging wall as the fault zone evolves and what determines the
total number of slip surfaces (deformation bands) that develop
have an important effect on the ﬁnal clay smear structure.
Unfortunately, our understanding of the geometry of early
localization is limited. Some insights are provided by models of a
basement fault that propagates into a sedimentary section (Nollet
et al., 2012), and outcrop observations show fault relay and lens
structures resulting from different stratigraphic stacking patterns
(Vrolijk et al., 2005b). Moreover, there is information about geo-
metric processes like tipline bifurcation (e.g., Childs et al., 2007) at
our disposal, but the means to know when to consider these geo-
metric processes is lacking. There is a consensus in the literature
that large contrasts in strength between adjacent intervals lead to
wider and more complex fault zones, especially when one of the
layers fails in extension. But understanding how a fault zone
propagates in 3D through a mechanically layered package is still
limited, even though this insight is required for understanding how
clay smear develops in this fault.
Interestingly, perhaps our greatest deﬁciency in understanding
clay smear processes is in the one aspect most important for
evaluating subsurface ﬂow problems e the creation of holes in the
clay smear structure. Holes are made sometimes in experiments,
but we rarely observe how they emerge. They are rarely described
in outcrop, and when they are the structures associated with them
are poorly described. Underlying this quandary is the model pro-
posed by Weber et al. (1978) that holes form as the result of
attenuation and only once the clay smear has been offset signiﬁ-
cantly from its source bed. However, we now recognize that holes
form at the source clay bed if the clay is incorporated via a brittle
fragmentation process (shear or tensile failure). This process is re-
ﬂected in no current shale smear algorithm other than the proba-
bilistic shale smear methods, but this realization introduces a
whole new perspective on the ﬂow problem e clay smears can
improve with displacement if an initial shale fragment associated
with a continuous sand pathway across the fault becomes
reworked into a clay smear.
With existing observations and incorporation of geomechanical
principles, there are some generalizations that help guide us to the
conditions that favor hole formation. For example, a wider fault
zone (for the same throw) has a higher chance for continuous clay
gouge, (once the sand layers are disrupted by boudinage processes),
especially in the low mechanical contrast case (failure of both li-
thologies in shear). Alternatively in the strong contrast case (i.e.
clay failing in extension and sand in shear), a wider fault zone may
cause the clay continuity to decrease because the ability of a clay
fragment to become reworked in a critical statemay be reduced in a
wider fault zone.
The role of secondary fault structures like Riedel shears has also
been associated with the potential for holes, and this effect is likely
enhanced when the clay smear is thin relative to the shear zone
thickness and Riedels are formed at high angles to the smear. Are
there conditions that favor the development of Riedels, and if so, at
what orientation? An interesting and consistent observation is the
absence of taper in clay gouge away from the source layer, both in
outcrops and in models. Rather, the persistence of clay smear
thickness is associated with erosion of the clay source bed and
continuous addition of clay.
It is also worth remembering that although clay and other
mineral reactions are important in other fault settings, they are
typically excluded from consideration in clay smear studies.
Pressure solution of quartz, feldspar, and carbonate grains and
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considered in this paper and are manifested by enhanced soft-
ening of fault zone materials. Moreover, these chemical and
mineralogical processes can inﬂuence the amount of clay found in
a fault zone.
Moreover, we think our understanding could beneﬁt from
greater collaboration with related ﬁelds. For example, there are
opportunities for cross fertilization between clay smear research
and the part of the rock mechanics community concerned with
containment assurance and fault reactivation prediction. Brittle-
ness, dilatancy, and resealing by reworking in faults has been
recognized and is becoming more important in many different
rock mechanics applications e a few examples of relevant papers
are Olgaard et al. (1997), Ingram and Urai (1999), Ishii et al. (2011),
Schulz et al. (2014), and Bourne et al. (2014). There is a potential
for incorporating better predictors for shale strength and brittle-
ness that have been developed in recent years into improved
mechanical clay smear calculations (e.g., van der Zee and Urai,
2005; Kleine Vennekate, 2013). On the other hand, containment
and reactivation studies often use highly simpliﬁed models of the
fault zones under consideration, and the concepts reviewed in this
paper can provide improved fault zone models for these
calculations.
Perhaps even more surprising is the potential for cross fertil-
ization between the clay smear community and those concerned
with studies of fault gouge interpreted to have formed by seismic
faulting using observations from outcrop, underground observa-
tories and from laboratory tests. Perhaps the best attempt to
bridge these disciplines was accomplished by Faulkner et al.
(2010) in which a clear and concise section on clay smear and
fault sealing is presented. Bullock et al. (2015) recognize how
modest amounts of clay, perhaps introduced by clay smear
mechanisms, can alter the seismic behavior of a carbonate system,
by evaluating the effects of clay on velocity weakening, dilatancy,
permeability evolution, and other effects of earthquake faulting.
Earthquake processes are related in complicated couplings, for
example ﬂash heating (Platt et al., 2015), pressure solution
(Gratier, 2011), andmechanical effects of fabric evolution. Here we
ask the question: did the clay smears discussed in our paper form
as a result of seismic slip? The clay smear literature never ap-
proaches this question, although most papers seem to imply that
faulting is aseismic. There have been no studies of velocity
weakening in clay smears, and usually the faults for which clay
smear is important have formed at effective stresses and areas
which are too low to generate signiﬁcant seismic moment.
Perhaps one way to form clay smears by seismic slip is when the
seismic event is triggered in asperities in hard layers above or
below the zone with clay smear, and propagates into the clay
smear. Alternatively, clay smear in a normal fault above basement
could lead to a larger fault rupture area for an earthquake initiated
in the basement. On the other hand, clay smear research has
provided interesting data on 3D geometry of fault structures, and
these have received little attention in the quake-related studies.
Insights gained from how clay is incorporated into a fault zone and
subsequently evolves provide input for the geometries in models
of seismic faulting.
In summary, our physical understanding of clay smear pro-
cesses is incomplete. Overall we might grade our knowledge with
a C with some components like the geomechanical effects
somewhat better understood and others like the processes that
result in holes somewhat worse. In our opinion there is sub-
stantial opportunity for improving physical understanding
through better interactions with complementary rock mechanics
research, and in particular certain aspects of earthquake
research. We now ask, however, whether and how this current,albeit incomplete understanding is currently used in subsurface
ﬂow evaluations.3.4.3. How does clay smear affect subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow?
There is no question that clay smear has the ability to impede
subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow, and each of the components of clay smear
from the high shear strain, localized, clay-rich fault zone to the
coherent, undeformed block of shale caught in a fault lens has the
ability to contribute to that impediment. Perhaps what is more
uncertain is the extent to which each of these components con-
tributes to reduced ﬂow in any particular fault and for all faults in
general. Moreover, in the little bit of work that has been done to
evaluate processes that create gouge holes, it appears that they
might develop quite readily, although more easily in some envi-
ronments than others. So holes are an integral part of the ensemble
of clay smear structures for the subsurface ﬂow problem, even
though they may only occupy a small fraction of the fault zone and
be of far lesser consequence for its mechanics.
Therefore, for a larger fault area, the probability of ﬁnding a
hole somewhere on this fault is greater than on a small fault area.
Based on the arguments above, we propose that fully continuous
clay smear on large faults is rare, and therefore the creation of a
capillary seal by clay smear on a large fault surface is rare. Wehr
et al. (2000) illustrated the consequences of introducing a small
fraction of holes in a fault zone, consequences that may well be
realized through the application of probabilistic clay smear cal-
culations (e.g., Childs et al., 2007; Yielding, 2012). Returning to the
contrast between multi-fault geometric analyses (James et al.,
2004) and clay smear calculations (Dee et al., 2007), it seems
reasonable to conclude that a large part of the cross-fault capillary
seal problem is dictated by the geometry of fault juxtapositions
that form by faulting but that the development of clay smear
distributed within the fault zone has the potential to modify that
juxtaposition window. The question then becomes: is that
contribution signiﬁcant or negligible in the context of the geo-
metric uncertainties arising from the fault juxtaposition
evaluation?
The second example of the Hibernia ﬁeld study in which a small
perched water accumulation is trapped in a geometric conﬁgura-
tion that requires a downdip barrier that prevents the draining of
water, is intended to illustrate this conundrum. In this instance, the
calculation of a clay smear parameter (SGR) yields a value that must
be compatible with cross-fault oil ﬂow and pressure depletion
during production. For this reason, we explored the possible
interpretation of a largely undeformed shale lens in the fault zone
as the clay smear structure that could cause the trapping of water.
Moreover, we identiﬁed this example as one occurring on a fault
segment with limited extent, thereby acknowledging the idea that
a larger fault would increase the chance of a hole developing at a
depth that would have allowed more water to drain from the fault
trap. This line of reasoning leads us to speculate on the character-
istic length scales of fault lens and relay structures and whether
these scales have an inﬂuence on the area of a fault where clay
smear processes may supplement traps created by fault
juxtaposition.
For the more general case of cross-fault water, oil, and gas ﬂow,
the effects of clay smear are more compelling. The evidence from
comprehensive subsurface oil and gas ﬁeld studies (e.g., Jolley et al.,
2007; Myers et al., 2007) and aquifer studies (e.g., Bense and Van
Balen, 2004) show clear evidence of the effects of fault gouge,
including and especially clay smear, on ﬂow patterns resulting from
ﬂuid production. However, our understanding is plagued by similar
issues to the capillary seal problem, including:
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found in the principle fault slip zones and less deformed shale
lenses between those shear zones determined?
 What is the distribution and size of holes that form in the clay
smear?
 How is ﬂow (e.g., water) distributed between small, high
permeability holes and large areas of thin, low permeability clay
smear?
The effects of clay smear are present in subsurface ﬂow prob-
lems, but the questions are how well the ﬂow properties of clay
smear are deduced from subsurface measurements, and how good
the prediction of those effects can be. We pose these questions in
the full knowledge that the ﬁdelity of the answer often depends on
the question posed. Although we strive to achieve a deep, simple,
generalized understanding like Byerlee's Law and seek to deﬁne the
means to knowwhenwe have found that insight, we recognize that
there is utility in practical applications of less complete
understanding.
In summary, improved understanding of clay smear processes
and their effect on cross-fault ﬂuid ﬂow will only come about with
more comprehensive, detailed, and reproducible experiments and
analyses of subsurface data. In addition, improved understanding of
clay smear processes will result in better predictions of deforma-
tion regimes where clay smear has more or less inﬂuence on cross-
fault ﬂow.
3.4.4. How effective are predictive models of clay smear?
Clay smear predictive algorithms (Eqs. (2)e(4)) are incomplete
because they only account for the amount of clay or shale in a
stratigraphic section in the context of the fault throw and make
no accommodation for the large variety of fault processes and
structures that create that lithologic offset. CSP is the only model
with a mechanical basis, but it is deﬁned in terms of only one
facet of the mechanical problem (i.e. the clay incorporation
process).
Thus attempts to ‘calibrate’ or ‘validate’ must be viewed with
suspicion. Are calibration datasets drawn from faults in the same
deformation regime? We know of no fully convincing demonstra-
tion of subsurface fault seal (capillary membrane seal) by clay
smear, although we accept that such cases may exist. These are
strong, provocative statements intended to address the terms
‘calibrate’ and ‘validate’ used in the literature, which we also ﬁnd to
be strong claims. We think these terms can only be applied when
studies incorporate the most rigorous standards of experimental
testing which we think are largely lacking. Scientiﬁcally rigorous
experiments are difﬁcult to conduct because most subsurface tests
are designed for other purposes. However, it is possible to design
subsurface experiments to appropriately test clay smear models in
the context of speciﬁc, testable hypotheses.
We accept that clay smear affects subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow, and we
accept that current clay smear models and algorithmic approaches
can prove useful in some cases to estimate the nature of those ef-
fects. Keeping in mind the four main parameters that control clay
smear, it is difﬁcult to accept that only one of these can be used to
predict. However, the current state makes it difﬁcult to understand
when thosemodels may bemisleading or when theymight be right
for the wrong reasons. For example, could the development of a
shale lens predictor be more useful than a clay smear predictive
model?
So when we claim that we know of no fully convincing
demonstration of subsurface fault seal by clay smear, we mean this
in the context of the data used in the subsurface evaluation. Too
many data interpretations are non-unique, fraught with undeﬁned
spatial uncertainty, or limited by unresolved geometriccomplexities. We ﬁnd the balance of evidence brought forward in
subsurface ﬁeld studies to be insufﬁcient to convict. However, we
also acknowledge that application of the existing imperfect models
has proved useful in contributing to practical subsurface applica-
tions when the geologic setting has had some resiliency and ﬂex-
ibility for imperfect models.
3.4.5. Ways forward
There are excellent opportunities for the advancement of clay
smear research that will improve our understanding of fault
processes in sedimentary rocks and the effects of the resulting
fault structures on subsurface ﬂuid ﬂow. Those advancements will
be realized via the development of advanced predictive models
that will entail a forward deformation model based on an input
stratigraphic section, effective stress conditions, and mechanical
property characterizations for each faulted lithology. The resulting
geometric description of faulted and deformed lithologies within a
fault zone will then be used with a geologic model of the sub-
surface to better evaluate and predict cross-fault ﬂow and for
earthquake studies to predict whether any fault geometry pre-
diction is more or less susceptible to seismicity for an imposed
stress ﬁeld.
We will achieve an advanced understanding of clay smear
processes necessary for a predictive forward model by advance-
ments in each of the contributing areas that have led to our current
state of knowledge. In outcrop studies future work should identify
which aspects of the clay smear evolution the observations relate to
(shale incorporation, fault zone evolution, and clay smear disrup-
tion) with special attention dedicated to observations of clay smear
disruption; this will likely involve a greater emphasis on outcrop
observations in 3D. In addition, all relevant geometric aspects of the
faulted outcrop should be recorded and documented to better
inform numerical and laboratory modeling studies; a goal of
outcrop studies should be a 3D retro-deformable fault interpreta-
tion. Lastly, outcrops need to be documented in a way that allows
the faulted stratigraphy to be evaluated with current and future
clay smear models and ultimately fault-deformation forward
models.
Laboratory studies will help elucidate complex, nonlinear fault
processes for given initial and boundary conditions. However, each
contribution needs to be documented and qualiﬁed for the limi-
tations imposed by the experimental design; we need to know
which observations are independent of design attributes andwhich
may be inﬂuenced by those conditions. Experimental material
characterization must be documented in relation to mechanical
standards like the Benchmark experiments in order to insure
reproducibility. And like outcrop studies a geometric character-
ization of the resulting fault structure is required to compare
against observations in nature.
Numerical models require many of the same qualiﬁcations as
laboratory studies, including explicit statements about the limi-
tations of the applied modeling approach, application of bench-
marked, standard material properties, and geometric
characterization of resulting fault structures. In our opinion this
domain of research has been plagued by the lack of reproduced
results and benchmarks. The path toward a fault-deformation
forward model likely begins with models that reproduce labora-
tory experiments where initial and boundary conditions are
known, expanding to models that reproduce complete outcrop
observations (ideally a fault described tip-to-tip), and ultimately to
prediction of fault structures where only the initial and boundary
conditions are given. The ultimate fault forward-model may be a
numerical simulation or it may be a simpler model based on nu-
merical simulations. The most signiﬁcant advancements, however,
will come from research dedicated to deﬁning processes that
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relative importance of holes compared with all other clay smear
structures.
The single most important requirement of subsurface ﬁeld
studies is to conduct subsurface ﬂow tests that interrogate limited
areas of faults for which cross-fault ﬂow predictions exist. In this
instance and all other ﬁeld evaluations that involve faults, all
necessary information must be documented to allow others to
reproduce the experiment and reach the same conclusion. Sub-
surface ﬂow predictions must entail measurable quantities, like a
prediction of ﬂuid type, ﬂuid pressure, and ﬂuid contacts (Vrolijk
et al., 2005) in untested fault blocks. With these more rigorous
analytical requirements, ﬁeld studies of ﬂuid ﬂow can interrogate
large fault areas, searching for the weak link that is difﬁcult to ﬁnd
in outcrops, for example. Lastly, predictive models of ﬂuid ﬂow
need to incorporate aspects of the mechanics of deformation to
improve their accuracy.
We think that the existing research has laid a foundation for a
more complete model of clay smear development in normal
faults in clastic sedimentary sections. That model may build upon
the model presented in Fig. 27 that emphasizes the geometric
components of the resulting fault structures and lithologies
contained within those structures. The resulting predictive model
of fault deformation will nevertheless provide geometric attri-
butes of clay smear components that will be used in an advanced
clay smear ﬂow predictive model, perhaps along the lines of
Equations (6)e(8) that involve existing fault zone predictions
(e.g., SGR) and supplement them with geometric constraints
(especially Eq. (8)).
The path to applying the results of a clay-smear predictive
model for earthquake studies is more speculative, but a priori
knowledge of heterogeneous fault structure may inﬂuence those
who consider the effects of such heterogeneous structure on
earthquakes. In addition, it is conceivable that different faults with
different structure (e.g., amount and continuity of a clay compo-
nent) may be more or less susceptible to induced seismicity caused
by changes in stress state in an area.4. Summary
Signiﬁcant advancements in understanding normal fault pro-
cesses in clastic sedimentary sequences and the effects of those
processes on cross-fault gas, oil, and water ﬂow have come about as
a result of clay smear studies over the past four decades. From the
initial conception of clay distributed along the dip of a normal fault
using a process model developed from outcrop observations, lab-
oratory experiments, and geomechanical principles, our under-
standing has advanced from additional research in all these areas
and from subsurface ﬂow studies. An important part of this evo-
lution includes technological advancements, which have resulted
in better numerical simulation methods, better subsurface data
characterization, and new laboratory capabilities.
Although current clay smear prediction algorithms are based on
simple stratigraphic and fault offset parameters, our review of the
work committed to exploring fault processes in outcrop and in
laboratory and numerical models suggests that we stand on the
precipice of a new type of model that incorporates the manner in
which rocks deform during faulting taken in concert withmodels of
fault geometric evolution. The evidence supporting the idea that
these factors play a fundamental role in fault processes is un-
equivocal. We think our understanding of potential fault defor-
mation regimes is sufﬁcient to apply today, even though that
understanding remains incomplete. However, better predictive
capabilities for fault network evolution require additional work tobe similarly useful.
Interestingly, although the importance of holes in clay smear
was recognized at the beginning as a crucial part of the clay smear
problem, and this realization has resurfaced repeatedly over the
years, there has been surprisingly little work until recently to
investigate the processes that create holes and the conditions that
favor those processes. Ongoing work will continue to develop this
understanding, and we think that this is one of the most exciting
areas of current research in this area.Acknowledgments
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